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STORMING THE BARRICADES 

A PLAY ARRIVES in the mail. I open it at random and read a 
line. If the line is good, I go on, maybe start from the begin
ning and read the whole thing. I will not submit myself to 
reading a play if the writing is not good. And for the same 
reason will not submit any audience to it. Who am I to 
judge? And in this hard and arrogant way. "I am but an 
erring mortal," writes Gandhi, progressing from blunder 
toward truth. And I, may my blunders not cause pain, not 
to playwrights, not to anyone, and, as for truth, may we all 
get there. 

The work of any important playwright. Open at random. 
Ibsen, Marlowe, Strindberg, Cocteau. The language is al
ways good, like light. Language is the key. It opens the doors 
that keep us locked in confining chambers, the Holy of 
Holies, the instrument of unification, communication, and 
from communication let us derive the word community. 
The community is love, impossible without it, and the syl
logism affirms then that love, as we humans may supremely 
create it, rises ·and falls with language. Yes, the grunts of 
animals in the act of coitus-music for the ears of heaven. 
The proper sounds, the stresses, the silences, the grunts that 
rise from real feeling, satisfaction with food or with your 
body as I animally caress it; those sounds wrenched from my 
groin upward and out of the throat, they please you, because 
they are honest and near to God. 

To see the human face, to hear the spoken word, the two 
maxima of experience. Eric Gutkind. But this is not easy. 
Not the face of corruption, not the abstracted face of the 
servile citizen of the abstract state, not the face grown ex
pressionless through the fear of the dicta of a scared society, 
not the face that does not represent the climax of physical 
being, not the face that is a mask-mask of virtue, mask of 
preference, mask of distortion, falsehood, and failure-but 
the face the sight of which makes creation that much easier. 
And the spoken word must be the word we use when I 
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4 JULIAN BECK 

speak to thee, not the language of deception, not the misuse 
of the word in order to dissemble, langu.age that ultimately 
separates. The word must join us, else it is just another bar
ricade. We kill one another when we do not speak the truth; 
it is the way to early death .. But when you speak to me true 
I live, and you live a little longer. It is our joint struggle 
against death. The prolongation of this life depends on exal
tation through· exalted speech. Speech: the poet reading 
aloud, the actor speaking the word, not on the page, but in 
the ear. And that is why we crown with laurel. those heroes 
who have strained to bring us knowledge of language that 
vaults the degradations of the unloving ways of the world: 
Aeschylus, the Prophets, Laci-tse, Rilke, Shelley, Joyce, 
Dante, the lovers under the quilts, and the fine practical 
language of woodsmen building a bridge, another plank. The 
miracle happens when speech unites. 

The Brig arrived in the mail. I opened it. Knew instantly 
that it was the next play we would do. Read it that night. It 
was as if everything in my life had led to the occasion. How? 

I come fi-om a middle-class background, Jewish. There is 
a brilliar1t connection, like a hideous fluorescent tunnel, that 
leads froni. Washington Heights, where I was born and grew 
up and educated, to putting The Brig on a stage. The Brig, 
1963, the consummation of my life in the theatre. 

Washington Heights, legal trickery, spiritual debasement 
and the systematic indoctrination of the servile spirit, which 
process is known as education. Emma Goldman. Thus, that 
night, reading The Brig, at home, Garry Beck, thirteen, I: 30 
A.M., is sweating over a theme for English, a thousand words, 
fatigued, the words painful, not the words of unification, 
but forced, resented, ached out, must be completed no matter 
how late, how tired, lest he have to write a two thousand 
word theme. To punish with language. Sir, Prisoner Number 
One requests permission to cross the white line. 

\Vhen I asked vVilliam Carlos Williams what Many Loves 
was about, he said it was about accuracies. The Brig was 
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fulfilling the promise made by Williams. He got accuracies 
fully in his poems and many times in Many Loves, ~ut 
Brown, panting, never stops, accuracy after accuracy With 
no blank space in between, and there, documented, were all 
the crimes of abstract feelingless authoritarianism. A play 
in which the two dim moments of real speech, "Did you get 
to Tokyo last night?" and "We had a ball in Tokyo last 
night," are thrilling even in their feebleness. They speak 
to us from the abode where the immortals are. It is speech, 
no matter how stuck in the throat, it is the blessed speech 
that communicates friendliness, and if there were more of 
it, so softly spoken and rising from the warmer regions of 
the body, enough of it to displace the rest of the language 
of the play, all the sentences that begin with "Sir," why 
then we could get off this arid plateau, to the next, where 
the problems of life will be less deranging and still more 
beautiful. 

After Washington Heights and the RKO on Saturdays, 
school plays, report cards, and the leg irons of all the social 
mores, adolescence, pining for sophistication, and the scent 
of art tempting me to keep going. I am talking about The 
Brig and the elements that went into its production. At the 
age of sixteen, with Geminitic alacrity, I .changed from se~k
ing conservative refinement and accomplishment to courtmg 
the flaming bride, incandescent, revolution. Always strewn 
with humanistic, "istic" meaning sort of, notions, it's the 
life of art, I'm seventeen, writing, painting, planning work 
in the threatre, but always with a friend. I don't like to work 
alone, I adore collaboration,to join with someone and to do 
something; much more gratifying than working alone, be
cause something else is happening; it's very sexy, even when 
you are not really fucking; you are filling someone el~e, ~nd 
someone else is filling or is filled by you. Not a substitution 
for the McCoy, but something else, and full of its own 
aromas. 

Judith. No secret that our commitment to the theatre 
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is not exclusive. Is this connected with unification? I don't 
know. I suspect so, but I am uncertain. 

Judith. If I am a compass, she is North. 
The Living Theatre is forming itself; may it always be 

forming itself and never finally formed, stonelike, irrevocable; 
resistant to motion, heavy, irresponsive, a graven image, un
able to comprehend the living God. 

This was not al~ays so. You start out to build a temple, 
you e~d by gathenng sticks for a hut. 1946-47. Starting out 
to budd a temple. ~laborate plans. Architectural designs. 
Loyalty to art. Juvemle concepts because we were juveniles. 
To make a theatre combining real music, dance, painting, 
and poet~. In fact, our first statement said something about 
encoura?mg the poets to write for the theatre by providing 
the~ With a stage where their plays could be produced. The 
first Impulse, therefore a revulsion, against sham. The poetry 
we wanted had not yet been written and still has not been 
written. The stage is still there. 

There has been some theatre verse in the last twenty years 
that I respe.c~, but not enough, and still too dependent on 
the vers~ spmt of oth~r eras to speak directly, engagingly, to 
the audiences of our time. We wait and work -because when 
it happens it will happen because we are ~repared for it. 
B " "I . y we_ ~ean everyone, not only needing it, but wanting 
It, ~ravi~g It, because we want to take flight-poetry after 
all IS flight-and then we will be flying, man, then, not 
now, beyond even yearning, but ready to take poetic action 
ili~~w. ' 

~ut w~ did start off by doing Lorca, Goodman, Rexroth, 
~tem,. Ehot, Au den, and vVilliam Carlos \iVilliams, or plays 
m which the language was that kind of prose which makes 
the u_nconscious telegraphic leaps that poets are masters of 
-Str~ndberg, Cocteau~ ~icasso, Ashbery, Brecht, Jarry. In
terestmg that The LIVlng Theatre's climactic work The 
Connection and The Brig, was in the scrutiny of act~ality. 
"Poetry of the theatre," says Cocteau, not meaning meter; 
the phrase turned on the line, that kind of thing, but some-
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thing else, which in the ~ork of Brown a~d Gelber emerges 
as the distillation, extraction, representatiOn of- exact _..,~ords 
and aCtion of life as it is lived, honest, unco~promism_gly 
honest, and by being life itself and not sham IS some kmd 
of poetry, something which flies, uplifts, probably because 
being very near to life itself, we are moved, as ~e ~re moved 
by poetry, because it is close to life, sh?ws us hfe_Itself, a_nd 
that is always the only encouraging thmg. That IS, nothm% 
exceeds life itself, the human face, the spoken word, but It 
has then to be itself, not armor instead of flesh, not lies 
instead of speech. In Brown and Gelber then i~ an intim~
tion of poetry more elevated and profound, frml though. It 
is, a blueprint on tissue paper, but nearer to truth, which 
poetry always is, than all the oratory everywhere, off stage 
and on, of our time. Something like that. 

Our initial commitment was with form. That was why 
the first play we did at our first Cherry Lane season, 1951, 
was by Gertrude Stein. The work of Stein was attrac~ive to 
us because it never ceased being part of the revolution of 
the word, a period in international literature of the _fi:st 
couple of decades of this century which t~ied. to revivify 
language, which did revivify language~ and with I~ the struc
ture the form, of literature, by erasmg the platitudes and ' . . . 
exploring and pushing at the boundaries of meanmg ni wnt-
ing. How can you have a lively civilization if the langu_age 
is outmoded and no longer says what anyone can possibly 
want to mean? How can you enlarge the limits of conscious
ness if language atrophies? How can you approach real con
scious being if the language is just hanging around? The 
difference between mere conscious being and true existence 
is the nearness to God. Buber. Relentlessly, Stein worked 
with form in an attempt to surface sunken knowledge, not 
simply information, but the ligh~-s~edding qualitie~ of meta
physical and psychological associations, and, what IS perhaps 
more, exactness. To find ·out what is really there, to examine 
everything, common objects, and to define them, not ~ar
tially, but totally and exactly, so that when we see and thmk, 
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we see what is really there, and when we think, we think 
thoroughly. This was her experiment. It. did not stop .with 
prose description but carried on into vaned forms of litera
ture, not the least of which, in this woman's prolific output, 
was in theatre. She wrote over forty plays and librettos. There 
is an impression that she tried to drive narrative out of the 
theatre, but if she did attempt this I do not think she 
succeeded. Something is always happening in her work, and 
she relied on the director, or scenarist, to freely supply the 
action suggested by the words and the rhythms and divisions 
of the dialogue. \Ve wanted to do some of her work and 
wanted to open The Living Theatre with Doctor Faustus 
Liahts the Lights because it was like a manifesto and would 
al;ays stand at the head of our work saying take the clue 
from this. 

Doctor Faustus Lights the Lights and The Brig are like 
mirrors locked face to face. But one mirror is taller than the 
other. I'm sure of that. One of them is wider, but I'm not 
sure of that. Both do minimize the narrative. Both are con
cerned with examining minutely a moral sensibility and 
both are concerned with identity. Both are deeply formed 
by the rhythms they create. Both are involved with electric 
light. In his opening stage direction~ Bro:vn says that t~1e 
stage is suddenly bathed in light: white,.bnght, an? ele~tnc. 
The entire action is subjected to this hght; the hght Is an 
integral part of the stage production, just as th.e light is. an 
integral part of Doctor Faustus. I should mention the Ir_ght 
bulb that hangs in the center of the stage of The Connectwn. 
The Stein play pivots on the question of how to get to Hell. 
Mephisto advises Faustus to kill anything .. T~is question is 
never asked in The Brig, but unannounced It IS there all the 
time. The Brig itself is a kind of Hell. You don't have to 
ask. It is not a theoretical Hell, not imaginary, not theo
logical, above all not that; it is the Hell which is the judg
ment of man, it is the Hell of everything that puts people 
in cages and that draws rigid lines. So the work of Stein and 
the play of Brown, our first major production and our last, 
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to date, are quite close. There is one great difference. The 
Stein play is, like most international theatre of the last 
hundred years, offered to the intellect, the theatre of the 
intellect, sometimes called the Theatre of Ideas, and Brown's 
play is that, too, but something else. has been added. Brm.v~'s 
play is kinetic, and though there I~ ~o g:and ballet:-~t~m 
calls for one in her play-The Bng IS visual, and It IS In

tended not only to affect the mind but to affect the viscer~. 
It is the torment of Artaud; it is the Theatre of Cruelty, this 
Brig; it is unbearable rather than compatible; it is horror 
rather than beauty; it is hysterical rather than reasonable. 
It aims to undo you rather than compose you. Doctor 
Faustus Lights the Lights appeals to you, emphasis on the 
word appeals, appeals. The Brig assaults. Total assault on the 
culture. Ed Sanders. 

Now this growth from Doctor Faustus to The Brig can be 
regarded, with the usual vagueness with which we regard 
things, as a development. What is the difference betw~en 
development and change? I call for change all· the hme 
nowadays. That's what I reach for in these dark times as we 
all face annihilation, if not by bomb on the body then by 
clamp on the brain or by the fences of restriction that keep 
us from touching one another. As intellectual theatre The 
Brig is no more exemplary than Doctor Faustus; as upheaval 
theatre it is. 

We announced the first season at the Cherry Lane with 
three plays. In addition to the Stein play, we listed Kenneth 
Rexroth's Beyond the Mountains and Paul Goodman's 
Faustina. Both plays are in verse. That was only the begin
ning of the verse plays. In the course. of the year~, we .did 
Sweeney Agonistes, The Age of Anxzety, The Idwt. Kmg, 
Phedre, The Cave at Machpelah, Women of Ttachzs, and 
in "part-time verse," that is, plays with some sc~ne.s in verse 
and some in prose, Many Loves, The Young Dzsczple, Man 
Is Man. We had our greatest difficulties with verse plays. 
All kinds of agony. Sometimes they worked, especially the 
part-time ones. The gre~ter number account for our most re-
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nowned failures. Interesting statistic that except for Sweeney; 
which was on a triple bill including the Picasso play and 
Stein's Ladies' Voices, the opening nights of the verse plays 
were all postponed.- Postponement is a nightmare sequence. 
Nobody wants to. The cast is reluctant because it means the 
recognition of the fact that the work, the actors' work, has 
not been going well. Usually ·everything is not going well: 
the production is always behind time, it costs more. The 
critics and public know that :it usually means trouble. You 
ca:n never tell the truth, that is, you never send out a release 
saying more time is needed to rehearse this play, you never 
send out a release saying we haven't solved all the problems; 
you always have to dissemble and make believe it's a casting 
affair, a technical impediment, an illness, a conflict with 
another company's opening; you pray, as· it is said, ·for a 
coincidence to provide an ·excuse, and it means prolonging 
the a:nguish~ Maybe verse plays, like spectacles, need more 
rel;tearsaltime. May be as simple as that and probably is, 
probably because we do not have· at our disposal a natural 
affinity to ve~;se and a great deal of the time during rehearsal 
i~ expended on discovering a satisfactory style for the produc
tion. We rarely found this style. Always our tendency . to 
blame o.urselves and not the playwright. If the play doesn't 
work it is-because we have not found the means of· making 
it work. Cast often disagrees. Conflict, yes, unpleasantness, 
dissension, and then the bad businttss of the company losing 
faith in the directors and the directors despairing of the com-
pany, All this is surface. · . · 

All this is surface. What is really happening in these verse 
plays? · I can't get away with saying that Auden, Brecht, 
Po?nd; Sophocles, Goodman, and Rexroth aren't good play
wnghts or that these plays are merely not their best work. 
Cheesy cop-out, confining their efforts to the closet and so 
~orth .. Major writers; after all, arid whatever they might do 
m the theatre bound to be interesting, and their theatrical 
instincts worth plenty of attention. It is the function of a 
theatre SQch as The Living Theatre to do their works. No, 
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the duty. The responsibility. Whitt is the failure, and where? 
Instant answer: we ·don't kn.ow how to do them right. 

The. actors don't know how to speak the verse, make it 
come alive, nor the directors, nor do we know how to make 
glow the formal structures and theatrical devices of the 
theatre of verse, that is, a formal theatre, a theatre not of 
the realist style; how to make it into I don't know what. 
Baving trouble finding the right word for what they should 
be made into. All I come up with are negatives like not 
into something creepy, not into something phony, pompous, 
not into something arty, pretentious, not into something 
pisjointed, a series Qf effects, a vehicle for aural or pictorial 
effects. Bad. But I don't let the poet-playwrights completely 
off the hook. That's what l meant when I said. I was not 
altogether satisfied with the theatre verse .of our time. The 
poefs need to find a way to make their language hit the 
mark, and the -mark is you and me. These are alL clues to 
the problem, or:atleast to the problems we have. with such 
pl,ays. I am. quick to state that l have never attended verse 
theatre anywhere done to my satisfaction. I would be satisfied 
by any versetbeatre that aroused my better, not my baser, 
instincts; 

What are these baser instincts? Fake notions of grandeur, 
bullshit beauty, intoxication with wigs instead of hair. Fe
tishes, when my sexual instincts are aroused by clothing in
stead of bodies, my mind by superimposed symbol glamour, 
legless ideas, bodiless creation; Simple arithmetic-the prob
lem is to get closer to. life. -Paradox: nothing in the theatre 
can get closer to life than verse and nothing further away, 
nothing further away as when the verse strays into represent
ing that kind of life which never ought to be. 

At the beginning, in Beyond the Mountains and Faustina, 
we tried to bring formal elements into. the theatre, counter
attack on the prevalent theatre which knew only that Yeats 
wasn't good box office. But what to do with this verse, this 
vaulting language, the piercing phrases which illuminate 
your life forever, the whole staggering jumble of harmony of 
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all things poetry, yet which when divorced from the body, 
from movement, from action, from the confrontation which 
means this life here and now as well as all those other pla
teaus on ·which we are conscious and unconscious, becomes 
like dead tissue, the severed head of a beautiful woman, 
disgusting? 

How to attach the head to the body? How to make this 
verse into a living thing? We don't know what to do with 
the verse and the poets aren't giving us theatre verse suited 
to our powers. It goes back and forth. Together is what I am 
saying, collaborate, in community, to find the answer. 

Time as always to ask questions. The degree of our con
fusion and failure in this area of theatre is apparent, right 
now, as I write about :it. I do not have the answers for the 
failure, not for mine, nor for other directors. But the ques
tions are there t6 be asked, and asked again and again until 
we crack the code, code of verse,_ code of Aeschylus, of 
Racine, of Shakespeare, of Yeats, of Rexroth, Goodman, 
Pound. How do we find out what the plays mean' and how 
do we communicate that meaning, how do ~we -make what 
happens to us in the library happen on the stage more force
fully-by "we" I mean actors and poets-more gloriously, 
more excellently well? How do we learn to write a language, 
speak that language, express and enact that passion, vault 
those concepts? Is there something missing in those plays? 
Is there something missing in ourselves? Is there something 
wrong with them, with us, with everything? Must you wait 
until one has the answers before working with these plays? 
Must you wait until, alone, contemplating, meditating, the 
answer is arrived at? Is that possible? Can the answer be 
found only through trial and error? Who sets the values? Is 
there a right and a wrong about anything? Why is the actor 
playing Hamlet always more interesting nowadays than the 
play? Was it ever different? Will it ever be? Ought it to be? 
Are we wrong in our assumptions about verse? Is Aeschylus 
a deadhead, verse a romantic notion, a longing for things we 
ought not to long for? vVho are these kings and princes? 
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Are their images sickening in themselves, doomed to decay, 
best buried, so they simply no longer speak to our time? 
Should we forget them, should we then thus cut off the past 
from our being? Are we the sum of civilization? Is the 
thesis of duty to eternity and to the lives that have been 
lived and the things men have created a false hypothesis? 
How can we leave these questions lying about discarded? 
~That is the good of answers without the pleasure and the 
glory of the struggle in the seeking? . . 

In Beyond the l\1ountains we used all kmds of artifice, 
masks, dances, as in the Noh plays, to express the inexpres
sible climaxes, sumptuous lighting, plain costumes, all black 
and white and golcls, large squares of cloth tied with ropes; 
we spoke Rexroth's baroque verse clearly and attempted a 
kind of musical speech, perhaps too much Schumann and 
not enough Cage. 

Goodman's Faustina had a symbolic set: hearts, livers, a 
cunt-couch, and a grand scenic effect in which the formal 
walling architecture, the civilization of Rome, disappeared 
and gave way to a free and empty stage devoid of all .trap
pings-a moment of breakthrough into the present with a 
speech in which Faustina approached the audience and 
tried to make contact, saying, "We have enacted a brutal 
scene, the ritual murder of a young and handsome man. I 
have bathed in his blood, and if you were a worthy audience, 
you'd have leaped on the stage and stopped the action." The 
audience was insulted and went away annoyed, riled by the 
affront. We spoke the verse Goodman had written simply 
this time, strong, hard, bold. No dice. 

On to Auden's The Age of Anxiety. More successful. We 
did all we could: we rehearsed the play for over a year, the 
five of us, and tried to release the multiple meanings, search
ing for a style in speaking that would be at once simple and 
real and yet preserve the additive meanings in the verse, 
scalpel through to the heritage of the unconscious and the 
intimations of metaphysical speculations. We were compli
mented and the audience was apathetic. 
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Another try with a heavy play, The Idiot King, the work 
of Claude Fredericks, who tried to have us speak about 
fundamental things-those. persistent problems, life and 
death, love and war, killing and God, faith and morality
and we drew a blank. Staged simply, the order of the play 
proceeding easily from step to step, easy to follow, and 
failure. Phedre, Racine's great thing. The Idiot King we put 
into vague contemporary clothes; Racine we did a la romaine, 
seventeenth-century costumes, a very formal approach, on a 
stark white set, glistening with light, the light that Racine 
talks about all through the play. Someone said it looked like 
an abstract Japanese ballet. We worked on the scenes of 
concealed and bursting passions trying to get to the pith, the 
fuse, the switch of those blazing passions, tried to lift the 
blind, bare the feeling. Part way, maybe, but not far enough. 

The poetry continues in Goodman's play The Cave at 
Machpelah, which we did in 1959, a kind of epic thing, the 
language and action gradually evolving from some kind of 
high Comeille speech in the first act into the easy flow of 
Goodman's Empire City manner in the last. We explored 
various acting styles and possibilities and came up with the 
shortest run The Living Theatre ever had, seven perform
ances. 

Tried again with Pound's version of Women of Trachis. 
Blame the translation, blame the play, blame the director; 
the designer, the actors, the composer, blame everything but 
not ourselves-that we haven't found a way to be equal to 
these plays and, in the context of defeat, content ourselves 
with the prose of writers whose names cannot be mentioned 
in this same paragraph. 

Now the verse in Goodman's The Young Disciple, in 
William Carlos vVilliams' Many Loves and Brecht's Man 
Is Man was less problematic. Didn't make us fall on our 
faces, that is. The verse in these plays is more natural, as 
we like to say, easier on the tongue, nearer the language of 
daily speech, but defined with a difference, an elegance, an 
exactness and a subtlety that ordinary speech doesn't carry. 
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This we could take and this we could cope with. Eliot has 
found, too, in The Cocktail Party, that refined speech with· 
important overtones, plain, clear, lucid, precise, is the most 
workable formal poetry for the theatre of this period in 
time. Does it simply mean we are not capable of the more 
involved uncompromising verse that comes trailing clouds 
of images? That may be. But why do we recoil? 

Examining further. The language of Picasso's play Desire· 
Trapped by the Tail-we did it in a clean and fragrant trans
lation by Herma Briffault (we always worry all night for 
weeks, months, about translations) -is complex, rich, luxuri
ant, colorful, wild, surreal, free. Also very funny. Clues. 

The complexity of its language was no hindrance to break" 
ing through. Nor its exotic character, nor its illogical sentence· 
structure,· nor its extravagance of imagery. There was no 
separation; it did join, so did the oddities of Goodman's 
Young Disciple, and Cocteau's free associations. That is, I 
am beginning to believe, we in the twentieth century are 
more eager to jump into a free and peculiar present or fuo 
ture than into a noble past. Mayhap we have had too much 
of that mile-high regality, and all in the wrong context. If 
this is so, know that I regard it as a good. How to do it? 
We would like to wrestle with Brecht's Antigone, his adapta
tion of Holderlin's lyric lines. Try, try again. 

When in December 1951-after mounting Beyond the 
Mountains we had no more money-we decided to cancel the 
projected production of Faustina and to do a triple bill: 
Desire, Sweeney, and Ladies' Voices. We titled the whole 
thing "An Evening of Bohemian Theatre," which bugged 
many people, but thought that if the public wasn't ready. 
for Stein, Eliot, and Picasso, then maybe we better give up 
right then and there. The production was successful. That 
kind of abstraction could reach people, make contact, and 
evoke joy, mystery, and considerable laughter. A good kind 
of laughter because it was at no one's expense. 

Yet eight years later when we launched Jackson MacLow's 
The Marrying Maiden in a production not aiming to evoke 
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laughter but delicately, strangely, to loosen chords in. the 
unconscious, start things vibrating with calculated senous
ness, uncover a bit those lurking things-how else find out 
about them?-we had to accept public failure. The play was 
deliberately perplexing. The audience was baffled and ·few 
honored the intention. Add, though, that the play's form 
was relatively unfamiliar; the element of Chance, Indeter
minacy was its blood. But the public showed no enthusiasm. 
We were disappointed and we believed somehow that had 
we made the play funny it would have made it. Clue. Laugh
ter. Chaplin. To produce a physical reaction, make the belly 
shake, mix up the head and eyes with the ridiculous, cracks 
in the ice and armor, something happening to them. The 
verse tragedies which I've been talking about, with all t~eir 
gorgeous language and the rotund passions, all the seethmg 
emotions, a:nd the stark dramatic moments, caught, roped, 
garlanded with what we consider the attributes of splendor 
-don't pierce the shell. Real feeling is not touched, only
attitudes of feeling, the outside. Maybe it's the regality 
problem, no identification; we're outside. Then we must 
begin to concentrate on ways to get in there, or, just as good, 
a means to open the dam and let the insides flow out. If 
the experiments fail-Ehrlich permitted himself 605 failures 
-we still will.be asking the question, unless we have found 
a form of theatre that ·makes poetry obsolete. I expect that 
might happen, and Shakespeare would become obsolete. 

Perhaps all that writing must be' left behind, the printed 
word, the library forgotten. Artaud. Then a theatre in which 
language pours from the throats of the actors: the high art 
of improvisation, when the actor is like a great hero, the 
partner of God. A man's proper job and position, isn't it, to 
create,. make life on the stage, there in our presence, doing_ 
whatever he is doing at maximum, like a great great lover, 
the new poetry flowing from his being, marvelous energy, 
a river in spring, fertilizing the banks? He is the actor I 
dream of, and his is the theatre I would like to go to, one 
worthy, as I have often said, of the life of each spectator. 
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There are ·three neat periods which contain the stage· his
tory. of The Living Theatre. The first period was at the 
Cherry Lane {August 1951-August 1952), the second it 
the lofton One Hundredth Street (March 1954-June 1959)-, 
the third. at Fourteenth Street and Sixth Avenue (July J 959-
January 1964). At the Cherry Lane we made our initial 
statements. At One Hundredth Street we set out to develop 
our qraft.· On Fourteenth Street we tried to establish a 
theatrical institution which, by gathering together, could 
assemble the forces needed to begin to tunnel through. The 
work at the Cherry Lane and at One Hundredth Street was 
mostly preparation;· through the work we were storing up 
energy; we made mistakes there; we always make mista~es 
and sometimes learn from them; we began to show and 
then to shed, dispose of, early notions of staging,· moving 
from rigidity toward a certain fluidity. 

Example. At the Cherry Lane we prepared plays by making 
rather careful directing books. That is, we worked on the 
staging of the play in advance, considering the movements 
actors would make, the interpretation of lines. We prepared 
the set designs, the music, the costume designs ahead of 
time. We used this mode of preparation less and less as our 
work progressed, and nowadays neither Judith nor I indulge 
in the Reinhardt Regiebuch. We study ·the play before 
rehearsals begin; we talk, mull, discuss, discard, talk some 
more. I no longer make any designs for a play until I have 
heard the actors read it, not once but many times. ·I prefer 
not to make the costume designs until I have watched the 
staging and watched the actors move. I don't like to impose 
concepts, but rather let the designs emerge from the play, 
be an integral part of the staging and the actors' creative 
work. The system is not foolproof. Still heaps of mistakes, 
but the whole method is possibly moving in the direction 
of a creative ensemble, community, rather than a binding 
together of faggots, separate sticks; better a growing tree of 
course, something like that. 

The work at the Cherry Lane had an aristocratic concern 
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. with the aesthetics of stagecraft._ What do I mean by that? 
Consciously, at least,. our concern. ·\vas with refinement. I 
fear that the influence of the Museum of Modern Art was 
a little too predominant. Perhaps not .so much the influence 
of its aesthetic as the attitude of its aesthetic. Attitudes are 
not real feelings or real ideas. Character front: Perhaps our 
aesthetic itself has- not so much changed as the attitude. 
Now we know that art is a means of communicating, ·not 
an end.· At that earlier time we were dominated chiefly 
-by form, line, color. You can only ;believe in· them alone· if 
you are attitudinizing. Chiefly . 

. There were· other things; too; I am being too narrow in 
.my description. Boniewhere along the line, around 1961 or 
1962; Leo Lerman called us on the phone and said, "We're 
printing a· picture of The Living, Theatre staff; and we're 
tryiiJ.g to caption it. Can you give ·me twenty-words summing 
up the purpose of The Living Theatre?"-. 
· 'I said,."Call me back in five minut~s." Quick consultation. 
He did call back in five minutes, not ten. 1 said; "To increase 
conscious awareness; to stress the sacredness of life, to break 
down the walls." 

Fifteen words. Doctor Faustus had stressed the sacredness 
of life.,.....,..that's what it was about. So did Faustina, Vbu, 
Desire. The description we gave Lerman that day has always 
been appropriate. Only now we know it; And so does our 
audience: 

Jarry's Ubu the King was the last thing we did at the 
Cherry Lane. It was on a double bill with John Ashbery's 
The Heroes: Both plays debunked royalty. We produced 
.them under even worse financial circumstances than Desire. 
Desire had ·opened at a cost of about thirty-five dollars. 
None of the actors were paid. I mean thirty-five dollars for 
the sets and costumes, but there were expenses for adver~ 
tising, rent, printing, insurance, and the other- things. you 
forget about, especially if, like the rent, they have been paid 
in advance. Ubu cost even less. A massiye show: I think 
there were about 150 costumes, seventeen sets. But we made 
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the costumes out of old rags; the set was made of wrapping 
paper ,gieaned from_ the streets and pasted together. It was 
sumptuous. Nobody got paid, half the company slept in the 
theatre, and Sam Thau on Second Avenue fed the company 
free every night in his restaurant for weeks .. He was _later 
mysteriously killed. 

The advantages of doing plays with little or no money far 
surpass the· disadvantages. First of all, second of all> and 
last of all, you are outside of the money system. Because 
money is a brig. Better the slave of poverty than the minion 
of money: At least you're not being screwed all the· time, 
distastefully, . against your will, without -love. The chief 
disadvantage is that, having to do everything yourselfi it 
takes . more time. The period of creativity preceding 'the 
opening of a production reaches its peak of intensity during 
the few weeks immediately preceding the opening its~lf. 
Creative juices, time. They just don't flow for long., The 
problem of working without money is that of sustaining the 
juice time: The fear is that you will be :all drained before 
the end of the work. Then you have to implore. the muse. 
May she be kindly disposed. I have found that she usually 
is, happily enough, whenever there is less of Mammon's 
largesse lying around. 

The Cherry Lane was closed by the Fire Department. 
The loft on One Hundredth Street was closed by the Build
ing Department. The theatre on Fourteenth Street was 
closed by the Internal Revenue Service. As a matter of fact, 
the very first theatre we had ever planned, The vVooster 
Stage, 1946, and this may be the first mention of it in print, 
was closed before it ever opened, by the Police Department. 
Somehow it is that way with us. At The Wooster Stage, 
located 'in a basement on Wooster Street, we had planned 
to do, amon:g other things, some of the Pound-Fenellosa 
versions of the Noh. The theatre·was to have been run on a 
membership basis only, a ·kind of club theatre. But the 
Police insisted that it was a front for a brothel. We were at 
that time too weak to fight back-we always lose anyway-
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and we wrote Pound and told him about it, and he replied, 
"How else cd a seeryus tee-ater support itself in N.Y.?" 

Wonder if that •vas h1 the back of my mind when I, 
years later, 1964, first used the minion image in the preced
ing paragraph. 

We left the Cherry Lane trailing debts. We wa1_1ted to 
work free of the money madness and so decided on the loft, 
where we would not advertise, would not· invite the critics, 
would not charge admission. The voluntary contributions 
averaged fifty-nine cents per spectator and that was enough 
to pay for everything, because there weren't any debts when 
the loft closed. But the sad part was that there never was 
enough money to pay the actors and all the rehearsing had 
to ·be done at night or on weekends and Judith and I were 
.hulding down daytime jobs, too. We never found it harass
ing but resented the inevitable break in concentration. When 
y6ti put on a play you become obsessed with it. Everything 
else. goes, eating, sleeping, attending to anything but the 
work at hand. Holding down a job splits the necessary con
centration. That was why when the loft was closed we 
decided that we had to have a theatre which would at least 
pay the actors and us enough to get along on. It didn't al
ways do that. 

·The experiments at the loft were mostly frail. That is, I 
cannot regard Strindberg's The Spook Sonata or Cocteau's 
Orpheus as experiments. We diq them as experiments. That 
is, we scrupulously applied the rule that the director's func
tion· is to keep diving until the author's intentions are 
known and drawn to the light, realized, that nothing hap
pens on the stage that does not support and develop as fully 
as possible the substance of the play. In a sense, to do the 
play honestly, no matter how taxing the demands of the 
script. The plays emerged, both of them casting spells that 
had us all in thrall. And here were two plays, both in prose, 
the highly personal prose of each author, involved, intensely 
personal, uncommon, called weird sometimes-in Orpheus 
some laughter, in Spool~ none-yet they worked. The clue 
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here was the inagic mystery, indeed the surreal quality, weav
ing in and out of lunches and suppers, glaziers who fly and 
mummies who talk, the uncanny, like Frankenstein, close 
to horror, and which chills the flesh. The clue: they made 
something disquieting happen to the spectator's body as he 
watched. 

Pirandello's Tonight We Improvise was the first play since 
Faustina that we did which made a direct attempt at involv
ing the audience. Of course, that is the heart of the Piran~ 
della play. This device, the play within the play, the play 
that presumably takes place in the theatre on the night 9f 
the performance for the first time, as if it were the first time 
on each successive night, is part of a large part of twentieth
century dramatic literature. It cropped up again in Many 
Loves, and again in The Connection. And when, on Four
teenth Street, we revived Improvise and ran it in repertory 
with Many Loves and The Connection, all three of them 
with authors or directors running all over the theatre and 
large sections of the play taking place on the stage and in 
the audience, many people began to think that this was the 
message of The Living Theatre. We did not choose these 
plays because they contained these devices. It is true that 
our message, if you want to call it that, or our mission, was 
to involve or touch or engage the audience, not just show 
them something; but we did realize that these play-within
the-play devices arose out of a crying need on the part of the 
authors, and of us, to. reach the audience, to awaken them 
from their passive slumber, to provoke them into attention, 
shock them if necessary, and, this is also important, to in
volve the actors with what was happening in the a11dience. 
To aid the audience to become once more what it was des
tined to be when the first dramas formed themselves on the 
threshing floor: a congregation led by priests, a choral ec
stasy of reading and response, dance, seeking transcendence, 
a way out and up, the vertical thrust, seeking a state of 
awareness that surpasses mere conscious being and brings you 
closer to God. By bringing the play into the theatre and 
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mixing together spectator and performer, the intention was 
to equalize, unify, and bring everyone closer to life. Joining 
as opposed to separation. . 

That there is no difference between actor and spectator. 
The Greeks used masks, and the Japanese, the Chinese, the 
commedia, and so many others, of course, but perhaps that 
is what we least need now. The mask has a function, but ·we 
had better learn that its purpose is not to conceal and sym
bolize, but to intensify, magnify, terrify, or seduce. I love 
masks but I love the human face more. I wonder about 
masks all the time. For instance, they almost work in 
Genet's The Blacks because the idea in that play is so repel
lent. Genet, I know, likes masks just as he likes velvet, fans, 
and gaudy colors, all the ostentation of extreme theatricalism 
all at once; his is an art of piling up extravagance on top of 
extravagance until the coagulated energy precipitates an 
explosion that brings freedom. In The Screens, too, he calls 
for masks, but I prefer the human face. Sometimes the secret 
of Genet's masks, and that may be why they work, is that 
the characters who wear them really do wear them in life, 
in the situation which they are enacting, and the sight of 
those masks makes us love all the more the human face 
which they hide. What is the function of a mask? This is 
still one of my unanswered questions. 

People were often taken in by the play-within-the-play 
devices of Many Loves, The Connection, and Improvise. 
Not once, but often, people requested their money back at 
the box office because they had not come to see a bunch of 
people rehearsing; they wanted to see a show, the finished 
product. People theatrically unsophisticated, but to whom 
else are we speaking? Are we only addressing those in the 
know? 

That part was good, that is, that people were disturbed 
and were learning. But the greater part of the spectators, 
the sophisticated spectators, .were not content, particularly 
with the devices as employed by Gelber and Williams. Piran
dello was mote successful at it, probably because he con-
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. t ted on the humor of the situation and the confu_ sion; ·cenra --- . B 
Gelber. and Williams were more se~tentwus. ~t we were 

£i 11 disturbed ourselves by the device because _It was, after 
na Y · · bl' I · t f all, basically dishonest, and we were pu Ic y c:rmg ou or 

t I·n the theatre The plays were not bemg rehearsed hones Y · . 
that night yet we were pretendm~ they were; · . 

Night after night, night after mght, several hundred tn~es 
in fact, the audience applaud~d wh~ne;,er the ~ct?r play~ng 
the producer in The Connectwn smd, And tlus IS Jaybi.rd, 
the author of The Connection." They weren't applaudmg 
because they were playing the game but because they w~re 
taken in. Fraud. Same thing with Many Loves. D~cephon 
was not the means we wanted to involve the audience. It 
fundamentally meant that we did not respect the people out 
there. you do not cheat when you respect, and ":hen the 
audience found out, and it surely would find out, 1t would 
not respect us for having fooled them, no matter how well 
we had done it. 

The climax of our work at the loft was Paul Goodman's 
The young Disciple, half in verse and half in prose. B~t 
Goodman knew what he was about, he always does, and m 
this play, among other things, h~ wa~ co~fronting the ~rob· 
lem of verse in the theatre, and m his bne£ preface to It he 
writes: 

I have tried in this play to lay great emphasis on. the pre
verbal elements of theatre, trembling, beating, breathmg ha:d, 
and tantrum. I am well aware tha.t ~he actors we h~ve are qmte 
unable both by character and trammg to open. their throat~ t.o 
such sounds or loosen their limbs to. su~h motions. But this IS 

also why they simply cannot read poetic hnes. It would be worth
while to the renovation of our art, to make a number of .plays 
of ju;t these pre-verbal elements in abstraction, as the pamters 
have returned to the elements of color and form. 

Is the solution as plain as Goodman says? If so, then let 
us get to work at once. I know that if it is not all of the 
solution it is part, one of the wheels ?~_the way. What hap
pened when we did this play was exc1tmg for us. Apparently 
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also .for the audience.; They were disgusted, ·affronted, an. 
noyed, terrified,. awed, and excited. There is a scene in which·. 
a character vomits, and one in which someone creeps ab~ut ' 
on all fours in total darkness making night noises, strange 
husky grating and chirping sounds, and the audience pan~ . 
icked, and something was happening which whispered. to 
us that it was important. · · 

Before the new theatre opened on Fourteenth Street, 
while we were remodeling the building, Grove Press brought 
out M. C. Richards' translation of Artaud's The Theatre and · 
Its Double. Paul reviewed it for The Nation. I don't know 
if he. was· familiar with Artaud:s theories prior to that time, .·· 
but. I do know that, whether or not he was, what he had 
accomplished in The. Young Disciple was fraught with inti. 
illations of .a Theatre of Cruelty .. 
· M. C. sent us a copy of the book before • publication, in 

the summer of 1958, and we opened it and read one line 
and quickly read it from start to finish, and then again. and 
again. The ghost of Artaud became our mentor and the 
problem that we faced as we began our work on Fourteenth 
Street was how to create that spectacle, that Aztec, convu]. 
sive,: plague-ridden panorama that would so shake people 
up,' so inove them, so cause feeling to be felt, there in the 
body, that the steel world of law and order which civilization 
had forged to protect itself from barbarism would melt. Why? 
Because that steel world of law and order d~d more than 
just protect us from barbarisni; it also cut us· Off hom real 
feeling. That is, in the process of protecting ourselves froni 
the barbaric instincts and acts we feared; we simultaneously 
cut ourselves off from all impulsive sensa~ion an.d made our
selves the heartless monsters· that wage wars, that burn and 
gas ·six million Jews, that enslave .. the blacks~ that plan 
bacteriological weapons, that annihilate Carthage and Hiro
shima, that humiliate and crush, that. conduct. inquisitiqns, 
that hang men in cages to die of starvation and ~txposure 
there in that great concourse of the Piazza San· Marco,· that 
wipe .out .the Indians, .the buffalq, · thJit explpi,t .the ,p~on, 
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that lock ·men ·in prisons away from natural sex, that invent 
the ga]lows, the garrote, the block, the guillotine, the electric 
chair, the g;ts• chamber, the firing squad, that take young 

111en in their prime and deliberately teach them to kill-I 

111ean we actually teach people to kill-and that go about 
our daily business while one person every six seconds dies of 
starvation. Artaud believed that if we could only be made to 
feel, really feel anything, then we might find all this suffering 
intolerable, the pain too great to bear, we might put an end 
to it, and then, being able to feel, we might truly feel the 
joy, the joy of everything else, of loving; of creating, of being 
at peace, and of being ourselves. · . 

Jack Gelber brought us The Connectioir in the spring of 
.1958 when we were preparing the Fourteenth Street theatre. 
I opened it, looked .at a line, and sat down and· read it in
stantly. Gave it to Judith who immediately wanted to direct 
it, and we decided that day that we would do it. 

First, we did Many Loves. It had been the last public event 
11t the loft. We had done a reading of it there, and since 
the time· that we had had the Cherry Lane, we had been 
waiting for the proper moment to put it on a stage. It seemed 
appropriate for the opening of the new theatre. Also a good 
risk. Curious for me to admit this, but it was the fact. And 
like so many of the plays we have worked on, it was a 
palimpsest, with many layers of meaning, like the world; no 
one story, but many, involved and interconnected, and most 
of all disconnected, but all happening at the same time, 
speaking of things. high and unreachable and things buried, 
equally unreachable. And the whole question of verse in the 
theatre was put. before the audience. It was much of the 
subject matter of the interplay between the author, producer, 
and actress, and tied the play together structurally. The con
trast of verse and prose began to show how speech that was 
extraordinary and elevated could also be clear and simple 
and acceptable for daily life. A new indication. 

In July of that year we opened The Connection. Our 
planning had ·.been smart. The :play received its renowned 
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bad notices, and by running it in repertory with Many Loves 
. we .carried it through to the fall when the good notices ar
rived. The Connection kept the rest of the repertory going 
for the next two years. 

Insert. Repertory. I have nothing to say about repertory 
·that has not been said before. There can be no creative, that 
is, growing, company of actors without it; the one-shot stuff 

-is merelyobeisanceto Mammon's dynasty, and so forth. 
We, who had sought to develop style through variations of 

formal staging, found suddenly in . the free movement and 
th~ true improvisation of The Connection something we 
had not formerly considered .. 

A resurgence of realism was needed: what had been 
_passing for realism was not reaL There had. to be· pauses. 
Directors had to learn to let actors sit still for a long time 
in QI).e place as in life, and actors had to learn to adapt to 
this new idea. There had to be an end • to sets with angled 
walls,. the whole false perspective bit. There ·had to be real 
dirt, not simulations. There had to be slovenly speech. If 
there was to be jazz, then it had to be real jazz and not 
show-tune jazz. If there was to be. real speech, then there 
had to be real profanity; the word "shit'' would have to be 
said, not once but again and again and again until audience 
ears got used to it. Goodman has been using words like 
. "shit," "cock," "cunt," and "fuck" in ·his theatre pieces for 
more than a decade. The way had been prepared, and he 
had used the words not as expletives but as functional Anglo
Saxon words in context. Of course, that was intolerable. But 
Gelber's unrelenting and uncompromising use of the word 
"shit" in its most ordinary usage would make it easier for 
the Goodman plays in the future. There had to be honesty, 
as much honesty as we could pull out. We had to risk em
barrassment; we,had to risk boring the audience, but it had 
to be· done. We had to talk about the untalkable subjects; 
we had to talk about heroin and addicts. It was important, 
important to show that these people . who, . in 1959, were 
considered the lowest of the low,.......in fact a. recent law had 
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made s~lling•heroin to minors· a capital offense,--we had to 
show that these, the dregs of. society as they were regarded, 
were human, capable of deep and touching feelings and 
speech, worthy of our interest and respect; we had to show 
that we were all in need of a fix, and that what the addicts 
bad come to was not the result of an indigenous personality 
·evil, but ~as symptomatic of the errors of the whole word. 

Almost fifty men fainted during the run of The Connection, 
not only in America but when we played it in Europe, too. 
Always around the same point. The overdose. Not one 
admitted it. They always said, as they regained consciousness 
on the lobby floor, "It was hot and stuffy in there," "I felt 
ill all day," "I was ·OVertired," "I ate something that didn't 
agre~ with .me," "It's nothing," "No, it wasn't the play," 
never the play. But we did have smelling salts on hand. And 
if it was the sight of the needle that made them faint, then 
.maybe by jabbing away we'll get-somewhere. 
... The work of John Cage. We first became acquainted with 
it around 1950. The first concern, the first special event ever 
presented by The Living Theatre, was a~~anged _by hi~ 
at the Cherry Lane. We-presented the premrere of hrs MuslC 
of Changes. By using methods of chance and indeterminacy 
to construct his work, he was saying to us all, "Get rid of all 
this misdirected .conscious dominion. Let the wind blow 
through. See what can happen without the government of 
sweet reason." These methods produced remarkable effects 
in hi~ music. We had all been long familiar with the effects 
of chance in painting: Arp's "Pieces of Paper Arranged 
According to the Laws of Chance," · Duchamps' great glass 
which splintered so beautifullyby accident, Kandinsky's and 
Picasso's and Pollack's accidental drips and splashes. In 
The Connection Judith had arranged an atmosphere in 
which the actors could improvise lines . and actions, in the 
context of the play, never straying too far. This often led 
to terrible choices, largely because we are not well trained 
in this area, but often terrific moments emerged. Best of all, 
an atmosphere of freedom in the performance was established 
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and encouraged, and this seemed to promote 'a truthful~ess 
startling in performance, which we had not so thorough!; ' 
prod~ced before. With the readdition to the repertory of : 
Tomght We Improvise, improvisation, of which chance is a 
major constituent, began to be identified with the work of · 
The Living Theatre. We permitted the description and en
couraged it, hoping we could find a play in which we could · 
improvise boldly, in which we could let the wind blow 
through, and let things happen that had not been prede- · 
signed. . . . ·· ·, 

Jackson MacLow's The Marrying Maiden. This whole play 
had been constructed by MacLow with methods he had 
himself invented out of inspiration derived from the work of 
Cage. The process used to make The Marryin.g:M(Liden was 
'described by Judith in her program notes for the piay. · ' 

The author used as the vocabulary ofT he Marry{ng Maiden 
words or groups of words from The Book of Changes (in 
Cary F. Baynes's translation of Richard Wilhelm's rendition 
of t?~ I Ching, published by the Bollingen Foundation). In 
addition to the vocabulary; the author supplied the division 
into speeches, scenes and characters, and a series of direc
tions consisting of five gradations of loud and soft, five :. 
gradations of fast and slow, and several hundred adverbs and 
adverbial phrases suggestive of actors' readings. All these were 
derived by the author by chance operational systems and 
wer~ interspersed at very close iptervals within the vocabulary 
to give the play of changes its volatile quality. 

The director supplied the scenario, which was ·not de; 
termined by chance procedures but by her personal choice 
of ideography. The director also conceived of the method of 
us~ng the "action pack" The ''action pack" itself was sup~ 
phed by the author and the actions indicated ·on the cards 
were by the author. The cards and their use were deter: 
mined by the throw of the dice. 
Th~ role of the Dice Thrower is specially conceived by 

the director for Henry Proach. The director thought of the 
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character of the Dice· Thrower as Fate, or, irt its largest sense, 
as the Stage Manager. · · . . 
. The score and.the idea for the score were by John Cage, to 
whom we owed more than the sound track, for his work on 
chance and indeterminacy has been fundamental in the 
inspiration ?f both author and direct?r. The use of the score 
was determmed by the throw of the dice. 
. Wel1, what was going on on the stage was pretty wild. 
Every time the Dice Thro~er rolled a seven-he pulled out a 
card frorri the action pack and brought it to the actor who 
was to speak next. The actor then had to incorporate the 
action written on the card into whatever he was about to do 
as determined by the scenario. Every time the Dice Thrower 
r611ed a five he turned. on the music, which was a hi-fi re~ 
ecitding o'f the actors reading the play. Sometimes you could 
hear a tape ofthe actor. ·speaking and at the same time the 
actor actua11y' speaking: Every time the Dice Thrower. rolled 
another five ·he turned -the sound off. Now we were real1y 
improvising, no faking at alL Things were beginning to hap~ 
pen on 'our stage- ·which had never happened -before.' Each 
performan.ce was_· diffe~en~· ftoni: th~ next;_ and . ~he · produc" 
tiori was •a: notorious .failure: We InSISted on. keepmg the play 
hi reit~rtorjdor ~lniosfa:year;. ustially playing it only once a 
week;usually to ;no indre-than len or twenty persons.· Not 
arrogance~·· but a stubborn beli'ef :that we 'needed the play, 
we the .coinpany; that it. had something to: teach :us if only 
we could ·stick with it;. . . 
. But 'it fr.lghterted' us-; too. 'The. next play· we ;did. was 
Brecht's Jh the Jungle 'of Cities.· The whole production was 
scientifically charted.' Every moment; every sound cue, ,and 
there. were more·than 150 of them in Teiji:Ito's~score, every
position of 'eVety prop and. bit; of i11tricate scenery was· 
plotted and continually placed with scrupulous precision\ It. 
was Breaht's isec:dn& play; :written l'by hiln: at the.:same age ·at 
which C~lber:wrote-ThtJ <8onnedion:The politieal overtones
ofthe play·were nbt•app':Iteht to ~many, but we ~ooved~with. 

- ~_:_:~~ ! .•.•. · _,- ·-~·. . :.~-7 ~ .-. ·- _· ... ' .. ,: ~-----~;-~.·. 
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what Brecht was saying. It is a play about money· and the 
corruption it produces. It turns the innocent romantic young 
man, Garga, mto a demon, and the loss of money restores to 
the gang-leading Shlink the wisdom of the Orient which 
Brecht so thoroughly respected. . 

The levels of meaning were plentiful and the language and 
action of the play were deeply influenced by Rimbaud and 
the. then rising school of surrealism. Brecht quotes whole 
stretches from A Season in Hell. The play had the color 
and magic mystery that we had found in Strindberg and 
Cocteau, and like most of Brecht's work it was epic in con
cept and structure. It was well received and the company 
loved playing it. It was a relief from the uncertainty of The 
Maiden, and a relief from the scorn which had greeted it: 
Besides we were doing Brecht, the first successful productio~ 
of any of his plays in New York. I'm not talking about The 
Three Penny Opera, because Weill's contribution makes it 
something else than straight drama. We all knew that 
Brecht always meant a political statement, and actors love 
Brecht because Brecht loves his characters. True villains are 
few in Brecht. It is the system, not the men. 

Also, the free style of staging, which Judith had begun in 
The Connection, was used with equal skill in staging The 
Jungle. She began to let the actors design their movements . ' creatmg a remarkable rehearsal atmosphere in which the 
company became more and more free to bring in its own 
ideas. Less and less puppetry, more and more the creative 
actor. The careful directing books we had used at the be
ginning were by now quite gone. She began to suggest rather 
than tell, and the company began to find a style that was 
not superimposed but rose out of their own sensitivities. The 
director was resigning from his authoritarian position. No 
more dictation. 

Still searching for Artaud. We also talked publicly a good 
deal about the theatre being like a dream in which the 
spectator is the dreame~ and from which he emerges remem
bering it with partial understanding. We had talked about 
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h" with Paul Williams, who designed the Fourteenth Street 
~h~atre for us. That is why the lobby was painted so brightly, 
-the brick walls exposed, like the :valls o~ a co~rtyard, t~e 

iling painted sky blue, a fountam runnmg as m a pubhc 
~~uare, and kiosks standing in the center, one for coffee 

d one for books. The lobby was the day room, the theatre an . . 
as painted black, narrower and narrower stnpes convergmg 

~ward the stage, concentrating the focus, as if one were in
side an old-fashioned Kodak, looking out through the lens, 
the eye of the dreamer in the dark room_. The s~ats ;;ere 
painted in hazy gray, lavender, and sand, w1th oversize cucus 
numbers on them in bright orange, lemon and magenta
all this Williams' attempt to aid us to achieve an atmosphere 
for the dreamers and their waking-up when they walked out 
into the lobby. 
. Gelber's The Apple was a nightmare play, laden with sym
bols, the kind that baffle you in dreams. He tried harder 
than ever before to involve the audience in the action, and, 
still further, he wanted to produce horror and cold terror. 
Ferocious scenes: a mad dentist spiking the patient and 
drilling away to "The Flight of the Bumble Bee"; p.eo~le 
turning into insects: suddenly huge black ants or flappmg 
butterflies; a tormented spastic dancing with another man; 
insults, jibes, loathsome anti-Semitic, anti-Negro, anti-Ori· 
ental, white Protestant American remarks. A whole dic
tionary of revulsion, all in this form that kept switching 
from dream to coffee-shop reality, from the stage into the 
theatre itself. But the horror remained on the stage, some
how, swathed somehow in the dream. The language was 
inventive, incomprehensible to many, but measured, every 
word carefully considered-! know how Jack and Judith 
worried over each syllable-nothing left to chance there. The 
horror was mixed with fantasy. Important to remember. 

We returned to Brecht. Man Is Man. Here Brecht's politi
cal commitment is no longer vague. It's all about identity 
and its usurpation by the power structure for its own ends; 
the dehumanizing effects of authority~ the state, the army, 
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and the old lady of Threadneedle Street, the Bank· of. 
land, the Economy, Widow Begbick. 

Popularly interpreted in the press as a play about 
washing, the majority deliberately missed the point and 
tended. it applied solely to Communist techniques in 
or some foreign part. 

How to break through. We wanted to do the play 
After a:ll, Brecht, like Shaw, made some kind of fatal 
Both had something to say about the socioeconomic 
cal state of things. Both believed that you couldn't 
talk altogether straight to the audience about these 
that the spectators would be bored and walk out. Both 
their own methods for coating the pill. Shaw with his. 
Brecht with his divertisements: all the effects; 
slides, multiple scenes, choruses, exotic geography, 
painted faces, snowfalls, rainstorms, parades, his endless · 
gaging distractions and excitements. These things:are 
loved, always admired, as are Shaw's wit and technique. 
pill, the medicine, the· audience always spits out. We 
to do Man Is Mqn:in such a way that there would be 
coating, to cope with the alienation. What~ is that all 
It is to cut off sentimel)t, crying about the wrong 
things not befitting the miracle of tears. It is really to 
people to ·look at .things clearly; examine them 
just as Brecht's characters do, an:d then to· do what KrPr>n.-· .• , 

characters do; ·.which js to ~lip back into the action. Galy, 
Gay and Widow Begbick come forward to the front of tM; 
stage. They know what it is all about, they see it clearly. And. 
then like: the humans we all are, they let themselves be . 
sucked back into the action to· commit the mistakes. they .. 
know will be mistakes. " . 
.. The subject rriatter of Man Is .Mdn is the same subject 
matter as The ,Brig, which arrived in the mail while Man I~ 
Man was running; I opened the play, read a line, read the 
whole thing· that night~J udith, too-and it was clear that it: 
would be· the next play we would do.· 

Everythiqg: always s.eerns, to tO.nnect, everything, in .in}' Iif(( 
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to the moment when The Brig arrived and enabled 
to gasp and kno~ that here it was~ that if I were to .a~oi? 

1 would be .rejectmg my course, losmg the splendor, If It IS 
when it all coheres. Pound. 

::Brown, in a brig in Japan, staring .straight ah~ad at a~te~-

f . n or exhausted falling asleep at mght, but With a wnter s 
c 

10 
· If "Wh h' ll h. . " A d ;,canny feel, said to himse . , at a t mg a . t IS IS. n 

· .· · tting out of the place, he made accurate diagrams of the 
ge ·hh · · h ·: rchitecture and tried first to cast t e appemngs mto t e 
:~otrb. of a novel, but his instincts sharpened and he turned 

.ibn to "A concept for the stage or film." 
:: In it, not by Brown's design, but by some other design, 
are all the things which constitute the history of The Living 
.Theatre's direction, Arid of me, and Judith, and perhaps 
.all of us. The search for exactness, pinnacle. The search for 
.strict formalism in the very nature of the action, the elements 
:of choreography and of music, of rhythm. In all the im
rprovis~tions, the indeterminate scenes t~at coul~ result from 
·a missmg button on a costume, an accidental shp of a foot, 
the search for a Theatre of Chance. In its focus on the crime 
of self-abasement, a major clue to what we have to do. In 
·its vehement exposure of the human attrition wrought by 
authority >vas a complete critique of the damaging force of 
our society. In the reverence for truly spoken speech, the 
:reverence clear by the absence of just such speech and the 
few phrases of friendly conversation, thick hints of the new 
·.poetry we are seeking. · 
··. The Brig condemned and exposed the barricades which 
divide us into victims or executioners. Barricades, a play of 
barricades,. a play of prisons, prisons which have entered 
briefly yet decisively into our experience, Judith's and mine . 
Prisons haunt. I think once in, you never get out, never get 
prison out of your bones, not until the last one falls. 

When I read The Brig I imagined the noise of the shout
ing, the marching, the stamping of feet in that brig prison, 
and I projected it onto The Living Theatre's stage. There 
was a mysterious compulsion to bring that prison noise into 
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the room where o~ce the m~mory of it had killed the ap-
plause. Let the audience hear It, too. · . . 

· To break down the walls. How can you watch The Brig · 
and not want to break down the walls of all the prisons? Free 
all prisoners. Destroy all white lines everywhere. All the· 
barriers. But talking about this to people is not enough. To 

·make people feel so that whenever the noise of triumph is 
heard, the noise of opening night applause, no other noise 
can be heard but the terrible noise in the resounding cement 
and steel corridors of prisons, let thein hear the noise, let it 
cause them pain, let them feel the· blows to the stomach 

. ~roduce a horror and release. real feeling, let this _happen un~ 
til there are no .prisons anywhere. · · ·" ··· 

The Brig is the Theatre of Cruelty. In that it is the dis
tillation of the direction of The Living Theatre's history. 
You cannot shut off from it, as from a dream. It is there real 
in the pit of your stomach. Defy the audience. Tell the~ yo~ 
don't want to involve them.- Don't run into the aisle to 
embrace them. Put up a barricade of. barbed wire, Separat~ 
until the pain of separation is felt, until they want to tear 
it down, to be united. Storm the barricades. 
·. When we were arrested for insisting on putting on our . 
play, Judith, myself; Ken Brown, so many members of the · 
.cast and staff, and when we were brought to trial, one of the 
charges in the indictment was that we had yelled, "Storm 
the barricades!" from a window to the crowd in the street 
below waiting to be let in t~ see the last performance of 
The Brig. We were acquitted of that charge. Rightly so; 
we never said it. Never said it because . we are simply too 
familiar with public demonstrations and the responsibility 
of leaders of demonstrations, too committed to the Gandhiian 
concept of nonviolence ever to incite a crowd in this manner 
but when the suggestion of this charge first confronted me a~ 
a grand jury hearing, I went through a twisting moment of 
dei4 vu or deia entendu. Where did this accusation come 
from? The Assistant U.S. Attorney was asking me, "Mr. 
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Beck, did you or did you not shout 'Storm the barricades!'?" 
"No," I stumbled a reply, "no." 
At ·the trial no one could testify that either of us, Judith 

or I, had said this, though someone who was on our side 
said that the words might have passed his lips; so maybe 
that's the explanation. But all that night I felt we were 
confronting the barricades. Yes, we want to get rid of all 
the barricades, even our own and any that we might ever 
set up. 

The Brig and Artaud. Artaud's mistake was that he 
imagined you could. create a horror out of the fantastic. 
Brown's gleaming discovery is that horror is not in what we 
imagine but is in what is real. 

New York City 
July 1964 

JULIAN BECK 
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(ACT II 

Lintz. Manuals away. 
T epperman. Get all the gear off your racks and get them 

ready for habitation. [The prisoners take all their para~ 
phernalia from the heads of their bunl<s and place it· on the 
floor with their clothing. They then resume a position of 
attention in front of their bunks. GRACE flicks a switch beside 
his head and all the lights go out except the ones in the head. 
The light casts itself across the Brig, making the prisoners 
appear as shadows.] Sound off. 

One. Sir, Prisoner Number One, sir. 

The rest of the prisoners answer in the same Wa)i, one at a 
time, using their own num~efs. · · 

Tepperman. Get in. · · 

The prisoners jump in their bunks, leaving their shoes on the 
floor. · 

Grace. Get out. 

The prisoners jump from their bunks into their shoes and 
come to attention again. 

Lint:?. Get in. 

The prisoners jump in once more. 
TheW arden. Are all my children asleep? 
All prisoners. Yes, sir. 

GRACE flicks another switch and the stage is black. 

Curtain'. 

DIRECTING THE BRIG 
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The dramatic .and psychological situations have passed here 
into the very sign language of the combat, which is a function 
of the mystic athletic play of bodies and the undulatory use of 
the stage, whose enormous spiral reveals itself in one perspective 
after another. -

The warriors enter the mental forest rocking with fear, over-
whelmed by a great shudder. It is more than a physical tempest, 
it is a spiritual concussion that is signified in the general trem
bling of their limbs and. their rolling eyes. The sonorous pulsa
tion of their bristling heads is at times excruciating and the 
music sways behind them and at the same time sustains an 
unimaginable space into which real pebbles finally rolL 

-Antonin Artaud * 

THE BRIG IS A STRUCTURE. TI1e precision of the description of 
this structure is the key to The Brig. -

The Immovable Structure is the villain. Whether that 
structure calls itself a prison or a school. or a factory or a 
family or a government or The World As It Is. That struc
ture asks each man what he can do for it, not what it can do 
for him, and for those who do not do for it, there is the pain 
of death or imprisonment, or social degradation, or the loss of 
animal rights. 

The men placed inside the structure are intended to be
come part of this structure, and the beauty and terror of 
The Brig is seeing how it succeeds and how it ·fails in in
corporating those whom it has imprisoned into its own cor
poreal being. 

Reading the minutiae of description with which Kenneth 
Brown prefaces his play, I already felt that beauty and that 
terror in the rigor of the detail. A long time ago Kenneth 
Brown found himself in such a room and he noted with 
precision the proportions of the wire enclosure, the turnkey's 
desk, the Warden's post, and the white lines on the deck. 

* This quotation and the other references to Artaud are from The 
Theatre and Its Double by Antonin Artaud, translated by M. C. Richards, 
published by Grove Press. 
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And as he stood there for thirty days at attention with his 
eyes. in The Guidebook for Marines, he realized that what 
was happening to him was significant. Here· in the darkness 
under the bright overhead light there lay exposed the open 
wound of violence. 

Though the social structure begins by framing the noblest· 
laws and the loftiest ordinances that "the great of the earth" 
have devised, in the end it comes to this: breach that lofty 
law and they take you to a prison cell and shut your human 
body off from human warmth. Ultimately the law is en
forced by the unfeeling guard punching his fellow man hard 
in the belly. 

And Kenneth Brown saw it and he experienced it and he 
wrote it down when he got out of it. 

Reading the disembodied commands of The Brig, the 
numbered shouts that evoke the machine but remain tran
scendent~lly human outcries, I heard clearly in my ears the 
familiar metal scraping prison sounds and the stamp of the 
booted foot on concrete. These sounds will haunt me for
ever as they will haunt all of us who have been prisoners. 
The month that I spent in the Women's House of Deten
tion was not only instructive, but it enables me to count my
self as always among the prisoners. I needed to loosen my 
subjective response. 

Four masterworks came to my mind after reading Brown's 
play~ The work of three great men of the modern theatre, a 
Russian, a Frenchman, and a Geiman, the fourth of collec
tive and ancient authorship; all served as instruction on how 
to proceed. 

THE WoRK OF MEYERHOLD 

His tormented specter appeared. I said to him: "Alas, you 
called your whole life a 'search for a style,' pursuing that 
search through honor and disgrace. Now, at last, I have 
found the play in which the actor is biologically and me
chanically enmeshed inside the construction of wires and 
white lines." 
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He was rehearsing the Death of Tintagal when the Revolu
tion burst forth and poured him into the street to do battle 
on the stages of the Revolution. He set up troupes that 
brought the political theatre to the railroad stati?ns, the 
factories, the barricades, to the fronts of the Revolution. And 
afterward, installed in his state-subsidized theatre, he went 
on with his search. He came to believe that only complex 
technical structures overpowering the actor could express the 
real scenery of his times. 

The Constructivist demands a setting which is the action. 
Therefore, Meyerhold began to regulate the actor's move
ments until his actors complained that they were being 
treated like puppets. In a public attack his theatre was 
dubbed "hostile to the people." . 

He tried puppets and failed. When he spoke of l:is ~heory 
of bio-mechanics as "the organization and geometnzabon of 
movement, based on deep study of the human body," he knew 
that something psychophysical was at stake; that the way 
back to the sensibilities of the spectator must be through re
ferring again to the human ~ody st~nding t!1ere trappe? 
before him. The actor is not disembodied of his soul, but IS 
full with it and controls it to fill out the dramatic and meta-
physical construction. . . . . 

In The Brig each actor feels his total creativity when the 
external form of his action is so inhibited and his single re
peated phrase is so limiting that his whole discarnate soul 
quivers in his face and body and the performances becom_e 
filled with invention and full of mystery. Each actor has lus 
mystery and his trip. . 

The Brig is a Constructivist play. The construct~on of the 
set dictates and directs the action by the power of Its vectors 
and its centers of gravity. It was designed by the architects 
of ancient military prisons, Masonic craftsmen of dungeons 
and towers. From these fearsome structures the utility of 
minimal construction and maximum security is in direct 
descent. 

Kenneth Brown vividly recollected the actuality as adapted 
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by the U.S. Marines at the foot of Mount Fuji in 1957. Only 
Beck's ingenious sense of proportion was needed to create 
a Constructivist stage. 

In The Brig, Vsevolod Emilyevich, without damaging the 
actor's powers, but rather bearing them up, the structure 
enforces that rhythmic discipline of the actor's body, which 
you called "bio-mechanics." 

THE vVoRK oF ARTAun 

To Artaud,- my madman muse, never absent from my 
dreams, I speak in a private language. He it was who de
manded of the actor the great athletic feats: the meaningless 
gestures broken off into dances of pain and insanity; who 
cried out in his crazy-house cell for a theatre so violent that 
rio man \vho experienced it would ever- stomach violence 
again. He said: "I defy any spectator to whom such violent 
scenes will have transferred their blood-the violence of 
blood having been placed at the service of the violence of the 
thought-! defy ·that spectator to give himself up, once out
side the theatre, to ideas of war, riot, and blatant murder." 

Artaud asks for a theatre in which the actors are victims 
hurried at-the stake "signaling through the flames"; in which 
"physical obsession of muscles quivering with affectivity, is 
equivalent, as in the play of breaths, to unleashing this 
affectivity in full force, giving it a mute but profound range 
of extraordinary violence"; in which "The overlapping of 
images and movements will culminate, through the collusion 
of objects, silences, shouts, and rhythms,- or in a genuinely 
physical language with signs, not words, as its root." 

0 Antonin fierce and demanding, in The Brig I have seen 
the actor tax his body to that abstract athletic splendor where 
he looms on the precarious edge of the abyss of soullessness. 

THE wORK OF PISCATOR 

But Piscator was my teacher, so I must apply stricter rules 
to meet his standards. Besides, he is no historical dream 
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figure. Even now in the Divided City he works in the old 
Berliner Volksbiihne to create a theatre as potent politically 
as that which, across the bloodstained wall, is the great monu
ment to his old friend and colleague, Bertolt Brecht. 

Where Artaud cries out for Madness, Piscator advocates 
Reason, Clarity, and Communication. He said once in 
class, "We have gone back to what we can see, because ale 
though we know that other things exist, that which we can 
see is organizable." ' 

Brecht writes of Piscator: 

His experiments caused, above all, complete chaos in the theatre. 
If the stage was transformed into a machine shop, th~n the 
auditorium was transformed into an assembly hall. For Prscatm; 
the theatre was a parliament, the public a legislative body. To 
this parliament was presented in plastic terms important, deci~ 
sian-demanding, public affairs. In place of an address ,by _a 
member of parliament concerning certain u!ltenable so~ial ~au
ditions, there appeared an artistic reproductiOn of the srtuati~m. 
Piscator's theatre wanted to wrest from the spectators a practical 
resolve to take an active hold on life. 

My dear Mr. Piscator: once in a class you described t~e 
totally effective revolutionary play. My class notes tell rne 
you cailed it-Die Stimme von Portugal. You described how 
the performer sang the last phrases of a rousing chorus on 
freedom and how the people went singing out of the theatre 
and freed their native land from the oppressor. I have not 
yet found a play that can move the spe~tator to such. com: 
mitment. But I have found a play so vahd that when It was 
closed by the state because the theatre could not meet its 
financial obligations, the actors, the author, the stage hands; 
the box-office workers, the stage manager, the house manager; 
and the technicians were joined by some members of the 
audience in volunteering to be arrested on the stage with 
us rather than leave without protesting that this play should 
not continue to speak. _ 

In our indictment we are charged with shouting from the 
windows, "Storm the barricades!" 
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THE WoRK OF The Guidebook for Marines 

The great men, or so the historians call them havin I 
tl f 1 · ' g ost 1e. names o t 1e men who mvented the wheel and al h b 
l tth

. . Paet 
1ave spen eu powers m the study of combat Cae ' h Ph · sar, and 
t e araohs, and be~ore t~em the tribal kings, and after 
them the Napoleons m their many uniforms and nat· I 
I t · · h . IOna 

c 1arac enstrcs ave all given over the fruits of their genius to 
the ?attlefield. Str~tegy has come to be regarded as fit 
exercise for the best m human consciousness. 

But before the battle, the soldier must be trained. Get 
them youn?. Get them while they are pliable to the process 
of conformi~g them to the soldierly shape. 
~en studied ho': to train the young to kill before they 

t~an:ed them to b.mld, or to write, or to work the land. Only 
Singmg and dancmg came before that ancient skill. Before 
the worst, only the best was known. First the lute then tl 
spear. And after the singing, the arrows. ' le 

.The line of learning ca~ be. tra~ed, and, were I a scholar, I 
might trace how some wnter m hieroglyphics first formulated 
the about face, or at what point in history the cadence count 
\~as devel.o~ed out of the old war cries, and how the par
ticular shmmess of the uniform was discovered to heighten 
the will to kill. 

I saw that. what I confronted in this fearsome book was 
the compendmm of a time-honored study. Nothing has been 
more carefully formulated than the manuals of war. When 
I read The Guidebool<. for Marines I said this book is one 
of the great books and set it beside the Holy Writ (which 
has . much study of strategy in it) and The Zohar (which 
at~r~butes even to the heavenly orders the terminology of the 
military discipline) . 

The Ma~ine Corps manual represents the acme of the 
v~nerable hne. of .study manuals designed to teach men to 
kill and fu~cbon m the battle situation. The preparation of 
men ~or this ordeal, being so innately unnatural to human 
affectiOn and so innately natural to the human animal, ex-
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plaits the primitiYe animal consciousness. It perverts mah's 
animal nature to obstruct the natural processes of love. 

As we all live in a violent world, on land that has been 
wrested by violence from whatever its former inhabitants, the 
Lords of the \Vorld have had to answer in strict terms this 
human question: "How can we take a youth, sweet-smelling 
and clean-skinned, out of his girl's arms, and train him so 
that on command he will infallibly do what we ask, though 
he die for it?" 

This is the gist of the answer given in the war manuals: 
Teach him to walk in measured steps. Teach him to chant 

in strict meter. :Make him afraid of another man whose in~ 
signia designates him as superior. Teach him to obey. Teach 
him to obey regardless of sense or animal safety. Teach him 
to say, "Yes, sir!" Teach him to reply by rote. Teach him to 
turn his corners squarely. Teach him not to consider the 
meaning of the act, but to act out the command. Teach him 
that heaven is the name of a place with guarded streets 
where uniformed men march keeping order. 

The Marine Corps manual is one of the great books .. It 
tells: "How to creep: your body is kept free of the ground 
with your weiaht resting on forearms and lower legs. Your 
rifle is cradledbin your arms to keep the muzzle out of dirt. 
. . . How to crawl. . . ." 

It says: "Get the blade into the enemy .... B.e ruthless, 
vicious, and fast in your attack. . . . The t.hroat IS the best 
target. The belly is good too . . . go for lm hands, face~ or 
sides with a hacking, slashing blade and cut your way to that 
vital area. . . . You must kill, not simply defeat your op-

ponent .... " . . 
Another greatness of the Ivlarine Corps manual IS that It 

lays bare the most vulnerable places, where neithe~ art, nor 
the Holy Teachings, nor the processes of evolution have 
proven therapy to the sick beast in us. . 

In rehearsing The Brig we decided to use The Gwdebool<. 

as our text. 

I 
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My first reading of !he Brig was a physical experience of 
the sense of total r~stnction. The restriction of the author to 
th~ barest. facts, hke the restrictions on the. lives of the 
pnsoners, unmediately communicated the immobility of the 
structure. But what can be done within these strict limit ? 

There is no alternate movement, no choice as to what sha;i 
be ~layed upst~ge o~ down~ta?e. No clue to the range of 
possible dramatic action. This IS the key. The immobility of 
the. st~ucture. "Re~d the script," cries Piscator again and 
agam m rehearsals. Read the script." 

!he sparseness of human activity is demonstrated by the 
pnso?et's day. It is the minimal man, confined to needs. 
!le nses, washes, cleans his quarters, urinates, eats, smokes, 
IS searched, works, eats, is frisked, works or cleans his quarters 
thoroughly, eats, write.s a letter, showers, shaves, and sleeps. 
He also leaves the Bng, enters the Brig, flips out, marches 
and has the living daylights beaten out of him. It isn't much: 
But where there is very little each action carries a greater 
burden of a man's suffering, as well as greater inklings of 
his smothered glory. 

I understood this sparseness to be the "blind force" which 
"activates what it must activate" (i.e., the subservience of 
the man to the structure), which Artaud bids me explore 
when he says of the director: • 

Th~ director, l:avinp ?ecome. a kind of demiurge. at the back 
of ~hose head IS thrs Idea .of Implacable purity' and its consum
mation whate~er the cost, If he truly wants to be a director, i.e., 
~ man vers~d m the nature of matter and objects, must conduct 
m t~e physrc~l domain an exploration of intense movement and 
pre~Ise emotional gesture, .w?ich is equiyalent on the psycho
lo~cal level to the unchammg of certam blind forces which 
activate what they must activate and crush and burn on their 
way what they must crush and burn. 

The ~uestion is, according to Artaud, where to begin the 
exploratw~ of the movement and gesture equivalent to the 
psychological forces which activate The Brig? 
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For the answer I went to The Guidebook, which says, 
"Drill." 

Drill inspires an ·individual to be a member . of a team. The 
purposes of Drill are . . . to teach discipline by instilling habits 
of precision and automatic response to orders ... to better 
morale. 

And further it says: 

Discipline is necessary to secure orderly action which alone can 
triumph over the seemingly impossible conditions of battle .... 
There is no sane person who is without fear, but with good 
discipline arid high morale all can face danger. 

Every situation has its own special problems and one of 
the problems particular to rehearsing The Brig at The Living 
Theatre was that atmosphere of permissiveness and infor
mality which our working conditions have always favored. 
We are purposefully personal in the hope that the best work 
will generate within the greatest possible human warmth. 
We know that the price of discipline is the rigor of authority, 
the wages of order is submission. We know that the only 
real call to order is the needs of the work of art. Any other 
authority is usurped. 

Now apply the strictest methods within the freest associa
tion. Reduce discipline to its lowest form (i.e., most harm
less) as a spectacle to be observed as though it were rare. As 
though it were rare! Practice authority as though it were rare. 
At first I doubted that it would be possible for the company 
to make this unusual sacrifice and work in a manner op
posed to the manner that has been developed as our social 
and artistic standard, that is, to formalize our relationship. 

The formal relation is an immovable structure. Like all 
immovable structures it is the villain. We were going to set 
up villainy in a safe boundary as a biologist might use a 
Petri dish to grow a foul and noxious growth within a safe 
situation. We isolated it. 

I prepare a play more by steeping myself in its mysteries 
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than by pre~aring ~ set of specific stage directions. I try to 
keep the action flmd for the actor, I like to reserve space in 
which the actor can move after that point in rehearsals when 
he knows more abo?t the role than I did when we began. 
Therefore, I do not hke to preset. 

I prepared a set of "Rehearsal Regulations" which fol
lowed the form of the "Brig Regulations" that circumscribe 
~he prisoners' action in the Brig. These "Brig Regulations" 
mvente? by the U.S. Marines are so basic to the action that 
we decided at the very beginning to print them in each 
program so that the spectator has the basic stage directions 
of The Brig in his hands. 

These rehearsal rules imposed no requirements on the 
actor that the ordinary customs of the theatre do not demand 
of him, such as promptness, proper dress, silence. In the same 
\~ay~ t~1e "~rig Regul~tions" are only the rules of military 
disciplme Imposed With cruelly demanding perfectionism. 
The free and easy spirit among us had to be transformed 
by sacrifice of our intimacy (just for the time of rehearsal) 
to the cold, hard way of the world. The rehearsal breaks and 
later the intermissions, where we resumed our friendly na
tures, would become paradisiacal interludes of life in the cold 
Brig world. The "Rehearsal Discipline" was presented to the 
company on mimeographed sheets before the first rehearsal. 
vV e were assembled on the stage in our usual, informal 
manner. We had been smoking and talking in the dressing 
rooms and our spirits were high with the excitement of 
rehears~ng a new work with a familiar and trusted company. 
I explamed that these rules would not be put into effect if 
any one person in the company did not wish to submit to 
any part of them. 

T~ey were wri~ten in the crass, effective, blunt style of the 
Manne Corps Bng Regulations. Here they are: 

The Brig REHEARSAL DISCIPLINE 

Because of the nature of the play, in which we are enact
ing a rigid discipline and demonstrating the results of an 
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authoritarian environment, rehearsals will require a more 
than usual strict discipline. All members of the cast and 
crew are expected tb be thoroughly familiar wit~ ~h~ rules 
of this discipline, and, upon acceptance of the diSCiplme by 
the entire company, are considered to be in agreement that 
they will work under these condition~. . 

1. . Rehearsal Time: Rehearsal Time will be called by the 
stage manager at the beginning of every rehearsal per~od and 
at the end of every break period. During Rehearsal T1me, all 
rules are in effect; during Break Time, rules are suspende?. 
Break Time will be called by the stage manager, and Will 
also be posted in advance-on the rehearsal b_oard. In the 
event of a discrepancy between the posted time and the 
stage manager's call, the stage manager's call is to be the fin~l 
word. At the start of each Rehearsal Time every acto~ IS 
expected to be ready, in the auditorium, in proper clothmg, 
for the call of places. . 

2. Rehearsal Discipline Rules . . 
a. Actors will sign in before Rehearsal Tim~ IS ~alled. 

Actors should arrive five minutes prior to called time, m the 
auditorium, to be ready for places when called. 

b. During Rehearsal Time, actors who are not on stage 
will remain in the auditorium, ready to be called unless 
specifically dismissed by the s.tage mana~er. . 

c. During Rehearsal Time, there IS to be no busmess 
or discussion other than that relating to the rehearsal. 

d. No eating during Rehearsal Time. . 
e. Actors not required onstage may smoke m. the first 

rows of the auditorium, where ash trays will be provided. No 
smoking in other parts of the auditorium. Backstage rules 
will be posted by the stage manager. 

3. Breal< Time: During Break Time actors may leave the 
auditorium and the backstage area, but will not lea:e the 
building without informing the stage manager. ~This rule 
not in effect during lunch and dinner breaks.) Dunng breaks, 
actors are free to do whatever they please; all food, refuse, 
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and -personal belongings must be cleared away before Re
hearsal Time is called. 

4. Clothing: Costumes will be issued as soon as possible; 
rehearsals will be in costume. Prior to costume rehearsal 
actors will rehearse in clothes as follows: a T-shirt or ligh~ 
sweater, dungarees or work pants, a jockstrap, boxer shorts or 
bathing trunks, belts, heavy shoes (prefenibly high-top for 
prisoners), a zipper jacket ( zelon-type }, and a cap. Actors 
who cannot supply these items themselves will be outfitted 
by the stage manager. Make your application, for those items 
you cannot supply yourself, to the stage manager immedi
ately. No extraneous jewelry or clothing will be worn during 
rehearsals or performance. 

5. Formality: So that we may fully achieve the author's 
intent, the tone and atmosphere of Rehearsal Time will have 
to be more serious and formal than is usual. During Rehearsal 
Time, all actors and crew will maintain a respectful and 
serious attitude toward one another. There will be no joking 
tolerated during Rehearsal Time, especially in reference to 
the relationships of guards and prisoners. 

6. Penalties for infraction of rules: The imposition of 
penalties is with the agreement, herewith, of the entire com
pany. Penalties may be ordered by the director, the assistant 
director, the stage manager, the technical director. Penalties 
may be arbitrated, if the actor or crew ·member feels the 
penalty is unjust or uncalled for .. Final decision rests with 
the producer. Penalties will all consist of work other than 
one's assigned work on the play. Workwill be performed at 
any time the conipany member is not required in the course 
of his regular duties, during the rehearsal period and for the 
run, at times agreeable to the actor and stage manager and 
technical director, within a week. . 

7. Tenative list of penalties (to be finalized with com
pany agreement at end of first week) : 

Lateness: Doubletime work for time lost. 
Absence: Singletime work for time lost. Lateness of 

more than four hours is considered absence. 
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· Mzsconduct: (Obstructive, unco-operative behavior~ 
such as kidding around on stage, unnecessary talks, failure to 
follow direction) -15 minutes work for each breach of 
discipline; · . · 

Failure to pass clothing inspection: (The stage manager 
will· make a uniform inspection at the beginning of ·each 
Rehearsal Period, and gig those whose clothing is not in ac
cordance with instructions; actors are responsible for . all 
details of uniforms, including buttons )-15 minutes work 
time for each gig. · · 

· Loss of clothing: 1 hour work time per one dollar of 
clothing cost. . 

Loss of handprops: Same as above. 
Additional penalties will be listed on the stage manager's 

backstage rules. . · 
Additional· rehearsal penalties will be posted if further 

discipline problems arise, but not without the agreement of 
the Company. 

• We talked for a long time about the gig system, and about 
the· meaning of punishment. I feared the first ruffle of feel
ings. The actors agreed that a breach on their part would en
tail a penalty.- No one dissented. To relieve the inev.itable t~ri~ 
sions we also instituted a five-minute break penod wh1ch 
any actor could call at any time that he felt in need ·of 
freedom from the tensions and formality. Breaks were often 
called. They were never abused. We adjusted one clause in 
the fifth paragraph. Then the stage manager called rehearsal 
time. 

Ash trays were set in the first two rows and the ~ctors 
moved silently to their places for the first call. The silence 
was new to us. In it we felt the terrible loneliness of separa
tion from one another. The lack of our usual laughter dis
mayed us. But we were thrilled by the silence and the formal 
tone and seeing our friends' faces so somber. 

We used the techniques of evil as the innoculist uses the 
fatal virus. We absorbed it and we survived. We drilled. We 
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~xercised. We paid attention to accuracy. Ken Brown demon
strated for us how to slap the cap, how to make up the 
racks, how to swab, how to frisk and be frisked, in which 
hand to hold soap and toothbrush, the angle at which th~ 
manual is held; in fact, no detail was too insignificant for 
us to examine it for its physical appearance and its meta
physical equivalent. 

This is what Artaud sought when he spoke of ritualizing 
objects. 

There were some among us who remembered the Marine 
Corps· from the inside i!nd we questioned them for hours 
about the slightest aspect of that life that might prove use
ful. We sat around the dressing rooms long after rehearsal 
hours while Tom Lillard, who played the role of Prisoner 
Number Two, the figure of the author in The Brig, described 
to us the brig in which he served time, how it differed, how 
it was the same, how the soul got twisted and the body 
trained. . 

And as we worked in a new way we felt the hardness of the 
world outside, against which we had protected one another 
so l?ng. We were like ~eeing people who, even as they 
barncade themselves agamst the plague outside, meet the 
Red Death in their own fortified palace. But we knew that 
we were enacting him and the sting of his force was ritualistic 
fear. This power of ritual fear began to overwhelm the actors. 

"If the blow does not hurt, why do I fear the white line?" 
Each one came to me to tell me of his own experience and 
~hey gather~d together to talk each one of his terror of play
mg The Bng. The ordeal swept over us. We were all afraid. 
In the breaks we came closer and closer as we huddled to
gether in small groups describing to each other the intricacies 
of this serious endeavor. 

Moving with unaccustomed solemnity we learned to share 
the sense of the ordeal that the Marines felt at Fuji Brig, and 
that is everywhere felt in the schools of submission, in the 
fraternities of exclusion, in the clubs of the oppressors. 

'! 
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Drill was taught according to Marine Corps tactics. Chic 
Ciccarelli, who played the Brig Warden, was a former 
JVIarine, and remembered with touching and terrible closeness 
the cold, hard exhilaration of the drill. Before each rehearsal 
the company drilled half an hour, after the lunch break 
another half hour. We cleared the lobby of The Livin~ 
Theatre, and there on the tile floors we marched endless 
hours. Startled ticket buyers often entered in the middle of 
a drill master's angry scolding. It was not the polite tone of 
a theatrical director discussing the character with the actor, 
it was Ciccarelli screaming, "Get your head up, you lousy 
maggot!" 

The drill however had an enlivening effect. The marching 
is a ritual of great beauty only grown hideous because it 
stands for the marches towards the fields of death in battle 
and because it has come to signify the loss of character that 
ensues when all of life becomes routed into this exactitude. 
And because you cannot stop. Meanwhile the rhythm of 
mutuality entices the kinetic senses. The sense of moving in 
a mutual rhythm with one's fellow man. 

I had imagined marchers earlier, moving around the ritual 
circle in enormous savage costumes, when I saw the tribes. of. 
Dahomey dance their war dances on the stage of the Sarah' 
Bernhardt Theatre in Paris. There was a time when they 
left those circles to move toward their enemies on what they 
called in the olden times the War Path. These marches, and 
the rhythm of the feet stamping on the hard path that time 
has cut through the ancient forests, were learned in the 
squares at the center of the villages. They were practiced 
in the threshing places, they were danced there in the 
theatres, and they took men to war in high spirits. The 
marching, they say, is a rest in a difficult routine. 

After establishing the drill session and reading twice 
through the play we began to study the physical traits we· 
would need. ("To know in advance what points of the 
body to touch is the key to throwing the spectator into 
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magical trarlces." A.A.) And so ·we sought in each action its 
counterpart; its double in the human spirit. · · · · .. 

Let us take for example those blows to the stomach that 
are such Crucial moments ·in the play. The performer is 
transformed by them into a new kind of device for communi
cation. Tiiis is known in athletics and circuses. I am talk
ing about the imitative reflex action. 

When the · first blow is delivered in the darkened Brig 
before dawn and the prisoner winces and topples from his 
~uperbly rigi~ ~ttention position, the Contraction of his body 
IS repeated znslde the body of the spectator. That is, if we 
succeed, there is an actual physical, measurable contraction 
inside the spectator's body. We can at best be only partially 
successful in this. We ask for no more. · · · . 

This instant of physical trauma is the instant in which a 
m~n beco~~s vulnerable. The human mind, vainly stabbing 
With the ng1d prods of its will, cannot inhibit the softness 
of the. soul as it asks for mercy fot the body. The gentler 
spirit emerges for a moment in the red flash of brightness 
that accompanies the pang of a blow and pleads with the 
man (the whole man) to do whatever it may be to spare 
the beloved body continued or protracted or repeated pain. 
The Marine calls it cowardice and straightens up to attention 
as soon as the pain ebbs enough for his conditioned will to 
regain total power over his physical being. 

We discussed at length the various stages of the blow, each 
one with their counterpart for prisoner and for guard. They 
are four: · . 

.1. . The Moment before Impact: The prisoner draws upon 
his will and musters it for use as before battle. That is, he 
hardens himself both muscularly and psychologically. The 
guard prepares to make the impact of his blow telling. That· 
is, he is concerned with making it hurt, let us say of a certain 
blow, not maim. He must gauge the degree to which he will 
~et loose ~nd the degree to which he . will restrain. Being 
Imbued With the notion of the Tough Marine he prepares 
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to let himself hurt the prisoner as much as he dares. He 
hardens· himself in his mind in preparation for the blow (I 
believe, however, that the idea of mercy is al such a moment 
not as far from the surface as the Marine Corps would have 
us believe), just as he tightens the muscles of his fist, his 
arms, his back, his torso, and his legs in order to deliver the 
blow. 

2. The Moment of Impact: (There is a mo:inent before 
this but it is too swift and mysterious to discuss here. It has 
to do with 'movement.) This is the moment in which the 
prisoner has lost his total rigidity because now he can save 
himself only with resiliency. But resiliency· is· a feminine 
(ergo: cowardly) attribute. It must be used swiftly and 
superficially as always when we practice negative attributes 
for the sake of expedience. This moment is therefore brief. 
But this moment is the vulnerable moment at its climax. 
The hairs' breadth transition between the moment of impact 
and the moment of recovery centers first in the will as the 
mind flicks back from its instant of unconsciousness. Then, 
through the mustering of strength, it centers in the -muscles 
in the man's body as it returns to the rigid position which 
the man's will proscribes for it. This moment is a physical 
moment and its attributes are physical. We had to be certain 
that this moment fulfilled its therapeutic function. At this 
crucial moment we must make this pain not the useless. pain 
that sickness brings, or the inflicted pain that tempts us to 
vengeance and the perpetuation of the long line of hatred 
that had :brought us here. This is the cathartic pain. We 
staked ourselves on catharsis. 

The prisoner, hurt, is vulnerable and tender. His look 
betrays the baby's scream of agony at its first breath. · · 

The guard, having hurt, untenses. But he knows the dang~r 
of slackening too long, lest the victim respond, not with 
defeat, but with anger. He is on guard. The guard waits for 
the prisoner now and reads him with the glance of a snake. 
(Spectator: Pity and Terror!) 
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3. The Moment of Recovery: The prisoner now enacts 
the will taking over. The rigid system at war with the animal 
need conquers all. Because he is ·a Marine. 

The guard watches this process with a certain amount of 
satisfaction. If this part of the action is not executed prop
erly, the guard will hit the prisoner again. This is the squared
away moment, when the hope that sprung out of the animal 
feelings during the blow itself lies unfulfilled. It is the point 
of return- to that same hell out of which we emerged for a 
moment of suffering in the Theatre of Cruelty. There is no 
despair in this for the prisoner, but a sense of achievement. 
Having been laid low, he has recovered, and having re
covered, he has regained his manhood. "You're making me 
sick with your little-girl tricks," says the guard to the prisoner 
who does not return quickly enough to the attention position. 
\Vhen we see him thus defeated in his victory it is for us, 
the audience, to respond to his helplessness. If the Moment 
of Impact-has made us feel viscerally, then the Moment of 
Recovery should move us to revolutionary action for our 
fallen brother. 

4. The First Moment of the New Status Quo: Each blow 
is a total demolition, each. recovery a total restructure. After 
the blow the prisoner stands erect and proud, having, if not 
overcome, at least survived. Even if it hurts him. 

TI1e guard, however, is still tensed for the untoward event; 
the guard always suspects that the prisoner may flip out and 
hit him, especially after the blow. The guard has to play it 
longer, because the blow has made him insecure. He is often 
cheerful afterward, but sometimes angry or glum. 
· · The spectator returns to the world in which this blow, 
this visceral pain, exists. In prizefights both men fight, and 
sympathy gets lost in swiftly dealt vengeance. But this blow 
belongs to the martyrs, the soldiers, and the poor. 

Each particular of the play was examined with care and 
we talked without limit . until we were all agreed on the 
meanings of each element, as Kenneth described it, as I tried 
to balance it, as the actors began to absorb it. 
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THE TRIP 

Each actor brought back travelogues of a trip that he 
took out into the long silent stretches. Sometimes with his 
uniform soaking wet, or during and after a bm-1t with the 
guards, or staring. at the wire that hypnotized him with its 
glittering lines, he stood still inside that stillness within 
which the physical- stillness lies hidden, and in that narrow 
space, being so strictly confined, took wing into what 
Artaud calls that "enormous spiral that reveals one perspec
tive after another." The actor felt (some familiarly, some 
for the first time in the1r lives) the other self, the one that 
Artaud ~ails the Double, take flight and sqar into that other 
space where time is not, nor relatio11, nor anything, but 
sheer existence, undefined and undefinable, seeming abso
lute. 

The body of the prisoner is totally captive. The soul uf the 
prisoner is _potentially totally free. The trip_ betwee11 these 
two points is the crucial experience of the play. 

From this time forward the actor moves inside the Brig· 
with mysterious immunity. "And behind the Warrior, is 
The Double . . . who, roused by the repercussion of the 
turmoil, moves unaware in the midst of spells of which he 
has understood nothing." _ 

At first embarrassed confessions passed among close friends. 
Then some came to me for consultation, worried about this 
"symptom," while some shouted joyfully, "I made it." Each 
actor in his own way confronted the moment when the body 
submits to the other part, so indistinguishable from the 
body that all the forms of holiness never cease telling us 
that they are one. And they are one. TI1ese two, felt l?y the 
ego as independent, suffer by their separation. Suffering 
melds a man and his soul. 

The action of The Brig is real, physical, here-and-now. The 
spirit needs force to fuse again with the athletic bo~y, thus 
its strictures become the means for this sense of unification. 

_ I asked the actors about the Trip. They said: 
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I. "The space traversed is infinite." 
2. "You can't think further than the next white line." 

THE WHITI~ LINE 

These plain white markings on the deck of the Brig 
represent the simplicity with which the torture is inflicted. 
They are the points designated by authority beyond which 
we may not go, and in that capacity are related to an ancient 
taboo, and .cine not without psychological and mythological 
analogies. "'here. have we met the uncrossable line before? 
What echo does it stir? 

It stirs the recollection of that other untraversable line: 
the Magic Circle. The Magic Circle is drawn by the sorcerer 
around the victim who stands helpless within it while the 
spell is woven around him. The ancient authority and the 
new· do not differ in this: the belief of the victim in the 
power of the Authority makes what is unreal real. It is be
cause he believes himself thus trapped that he is thus 
trapped, a_nd as the guards say in The Brig, "You better be
lieve it!" 

They are easiiy justified by those wl;LO painted them there. 
Why, they are merely lines for the regulation of traffic 
through congested areas, a convenience to keep passageways 
clear and control movement around the Brig. The preoccu
pation with cleanliness which makes it dangerous to step on 
arid dirty the white line, or the preoccupation with exactitude 
( squared-awayness) which makes it punishable to step on a 
white line are special pathologies always associated with the 
fear. of mutiny. The implications of the word "shipshape" 
are the captain's preventative against mutiny. The White 
Line is this and more than this. 

In a great and pertinent book, called Drawing the Line, 
Paul Goodman tells us: 

In the mixed society of coercion and nature, our characteristic 
act is Drawing the Line beyond which we cannot co-operate. 
All the heart-searching and purgatorial anxiety concerns this 
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question, Wh~i:e to draw the line? Tll say it bluntly: TI1e anxiety 
goes far beyond reason. . . . . . 

. Yet to each person it seems to make all t~e difference where 
he dra\vs the line! This is because these .detmls are the symbolic 
key to his repressed powers. _ · 

The prisoners in the Brig draw the line at the line. Beyond 
that is pain .. This line, "the Line beyond which we cannot 
co-operate," is drawn alike by prisoner and guard,_ and the 
suffering of the guard is our unremitting concern. Paul goes 
on: 

A free man would have no such problems; he would not have 
finally to draw a line in the~r a?surd conditions which he has 
disdained from the very begmnmg. . . . 
No particular drawn line will ~ver ~e defens~ble logically. But 
the right way away from any hne will prove Itself more clearly 
step by step and blow by blow. 

In every action where hate is the motive; we divulged the 
element which, however buried, twisted, racked, and punched 
it may be, is iove, the saving grace in everything human. We 
called on pity last, on basic human kinship first. · 

Here are a dozen particula~s, that marked our way: 
l. How the relationship between the guard and the 

prisoner is the human cornerstone of the play. Where does 
the l-and-Thou get lost? "Why do they call them ~agg~ts?:: 
I asked a cocky young Marine. "Lowest form of ammal hfe, 
he answered with a cocky smile. · · 

2. · How the relationship of .the prisoners toward one an
other is the hope of the world. One actor says: "Just as we 
knew where our fellow prisoner was standing and what he 
was doing without looking at him, so we came to know how 
he was feeling; if he was in pain, or if he was happy because 
he was clicked in. It was like telepathy. But it wasn't that. It 
was community." 

3. How the guards come to be there and how they sur
vived the horror of their ordeal. Ken told me they were 
chosen at random, Aptitude graded to be brig guards. They 
have two alternatives, but to fail to fulfill their assignment 
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is to fail as a Marine. How They Learn to Love It is the 
name of their tragic play. 

4. How the phrase "It's your night tonight" sets a man's 
head and body loose into a net of apprehension. The day
long fear is as bad as the beating. The theory of deterrence 
is the discipline of the Brig. (Ask: Where does it hurt?) 

5. How the author, in the opening scene, enters the 
character of Prisoner Number Two whose "night it is," and 
how at first we see the Brig through his staunch, frightened 
eyes, but later in the day he is immersed in the fraternity of 
not suffering alone; not knowing his fellow's name, he learns 
to live in silent empathy with him, till the author's ego and 
the actor's individuality and the audience's sense of personal 
uniqueness are swallowed up in the narrow strictures of the 
Brig's confining rules. · 

6. How Prisoner Number Three has learned to exist in 
the darkness as if he were living in the light. "Why doesn't 
he get hit?" they ask. Because he has been there so long! 

7. How Prisoner Number Five gives us hope that there 
is a way out. That it ends, somehow. And not always too 
late. But what does he go to when he gets out the Freedom 
Door?· 

8. How Prisoner Number Six gets back his name: he ob
serves the ceremonial leave-taking of Five with horror. Then, 
he disobeys the next command. He doesn't move on the 
line "Get back to your manuals." He just stands there. The 
audience notices it before the guards do, and if we are doing 
it right they anticipate the scream. Before he screams he has 
disobeyed the command. He screams because he has broken 
out of the system. Because he has isolated himself forever. 
Because he cannot go back. He is afraid. And he is not 
afraid because he has gone crazy, but because he has gone 
sane. 

"My name is not Six," he cries out, "it's James Turner. 
Let me out of here." As he flails about to escape the entrap
ping jacket, the guard says "Just relax, James Turner, you are 
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getting out of here." This is _the only instance ~n which a 
prisoner is . referred to by his _n~me. For an mstant the 
prisoner is deluded that the mmwn of law and order _h~s 
restored him to the status of a man. He relaxes, a?d t111S IS 
the fatal moment when they bind him and carry him out on 
a stretcher, as he says "Thank God." 

But where are they taking him? He h~s a re~dezvous out 
there with an unknown, impenetrable, grant Bng called the 
Looney-Bin where tomorrow's h~spital-prisons are already 
a-building on the ruins of the ancient dungeons. 'Vhei;, ~he 
prison reformers have torn down the walls, the . SIC~ 

· · 1" '''I"ll be incarcerated there among the antiseptic cnmma ·• · · 1· 
horrors of the shock-machines and the well-meanmg psyc u-
atric case-workers. 'Vhat trap shall we be in then? Into what 
darkness shall \Ve be swallowed? . . 

9 How the tears of Prisoner Number Eight remmd every
one. of something that happened long ago when pride lost 

out to feeling. . . . . 
10 How the roles of prisoners who have no special busi-

ness .are as total as the roles with speaking scenes ~ecause 
each actor played each prisoner with his own peculiar sen-

suality. . . 
11. How the second Pnsoner Five perpetuates . the proc-

ess so that the structure will have no end. There rs by now 
something pathetically weary and comical about the pnsoner. 
As if he had been going on forever. The last tragedy. (Laugh
ter/resignation.) 

12. How the field day becomes a bacchanal of terror and 
intoxication: beginning with the first requests to cross, the 
sound rises toward a "sonormrs pulsation." . . 

These overlapping sounds were of two k~nds and therr 
mystery of two kinds. This climax of the ntual of useless 
work and the wasting of manly strength, and. the abuse of 
the beautiful by the strong, contains the ~w~ kmds of sounds 
which echo the diabolical resonances of lrfe m and out of the 

Brig. 
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The sound of the work is clashing, disorganized, disor
dered;. confused, tumultuous. It is im!guJar a.nd violent. It 
differed in :each performance. I m:ged the actors to listen to 
this sound, to strain to catch its modulatioris. They attended 
even in the midst of the physical exertion of the ·field day, 
their bodies sweating and breathless and- tired. 'But their 
ears open. I asked them to hear it and- respond to it. They 
built its roar each night differently, but always with an 
attentive ear to what was happening within all earshot. Their 
animal ears and instincts awake in the deafening d~uk. They 
built it to a steady crescendo, climaxing at the singing of the 
hymn when they softened it to let the poetry ring through 
the bellowing rhythms of their labors. - _ - - -

Then the marching in Post Two begins to dominate the 
scene. As each prisoner joins in the drill, the disordered 
sound abates. The reverberating rigid sound takes over. How 
pleasant the- steady drone is after the wild clangor. The drill 
sounds are regular, organized, orderly, controlled, disciplined. 
They are regular and law abiding. The actors were troubled 
by how restful it was. They didn't want to be enfolded in 
its harmony, the reconciliation of its smooth, untroubled, 
monotonous comfort. 

Every night that they made this music and did this dread-
ful pantomime they enacted what it came to: 

The price of the chaos under which we suffer. 
The price of the rigid law which gives us a slave's ease. 
When the audience can know violence in the clear light 

of the kinship of our physical empathy, it will go out of the 
theatre and turn such evil into such good as transformed 
the Furies into the Kindly Ones. 

If the audience sees violence only in the dark light of the 
TV horror Western it will go out of its house with its rifle 
under its arm. - -

Violence is the darkest place of all. Let us throw light on 
it. In that light we will confront the dimensions of the 
Structure, find its keystone, learn on what foundations it 
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stands, and locate its doors. Then we will penetrate its locks 
and open the doors of all the jails. 

- - JuDITH MALINA 

New York City 
July 1964 
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